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Abstract 

Most plants include the examination of the core plate under ASME 
Section XI, Examination Category B-N-2, "Integrally Welded Core 
Support Structures." The first instance of core plate cracking was 
detected in a non-GE boiling water reactor (BWR) located outside 
the United States. The inspections were performed by visual 
methods, and cracking in the core plate was observed in the rim near 
the welds of the rim to the plate after 13 online years of operation. 
Similar welds exist in GE BWRs. Therefore, it is possible to expect 
that similar cracking may occur in GE BWRs that have 304 or 304L 
stainless steel reactor vessel internals as well as a similar amount of 
hot operating time. 

The BWR Vessel and Internals Project (BWRVIP) prepared 
BWRVIP-06, Safety Assessment ofBWR Reactor Internals, which 
established the importance of the core plate safety functions to 
ensuring safe shutdown of the reactor. It was clear in the safety 
assessment that inspection is an important part of ensuring core plate 
safety function integrity. As a result, the BWRVIP made 
development of the core plate inspection and evaluation guideline a 
high priority for 1996. It is the intent that, for BWRVIP members, 
this guideline can be followed in the place of prior GE Service 
Information Letters (SILs) to ensure the essential safety functions of 
the core plate. 

This inspection and evaluation (I&E) guideline provides information 
on potential failure locations in the BWR/2 through BWR/6 core 
plate assemblies. This guideline also provides a discussion of 
susceptibility considerations that concludes that all core plate 
subcomponents may be subject to cracking. The susceptibility trends 
may, as further inspection data accumulates, provide a basis to revise 
the recommended reinspection frequencies. The guideline is 
intended to present the appropriate inspection recommendations to 
ensure safety function integrity (that is, economic and normal 
operational consequences of cracking are not factored into the 
recommendations). 

In keeping with this approach, the I&E guideline presents a 
conservative and representative structural analysis of the core plate to 
determine which core plate locations require inspection to ensure the 
performance of core plate safety functions. The load magnitudes at 



various locations in the core plate were determined through finite 
element analysis. The finite element model consists of the core plate, 
which includes stiffener beam, stabilizer beams, and rim. For some 
cases, wedges were added to the model. The core plate evaluation 
was broken into several parts by investigating the following scenarios: 
• Stiffener beam separation 

• Core plate bolts restraining the core plate 

• Wedges restraining the core plate 

Revision 0 of this report (TR-107284) documents the core plate 
designs, the susceptibility factors for the occurrence of intergranular 
stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) for the core plate, and the 
potential core plate failure locations for BWR/2-6 designs. It 
provides an example of a plant-specific core plate bolt stress analysis 
as documented in Section 4.0 and Appendix A as well as inspection 
recommendations for the core plate bolts and/ or the installation of 
the core plate wedges to structurally replace the lateral load resistance 
provided by the core plate bolts. 

Revision 1 (3002005594) of this report provides a summary of the 
inspection history and results; it also updates the inspection 
recommendations for the core plate bolting. The definitions of 
various loads applicable for the core plate were also updated. The 
report includes the relevant documents associated with the 
development ofBWRVIP-25, for example, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) request for additional information (RAI) 
response and NRC safety evaluation report (SER). Most noteworthy 
is that this revision provides the evaluation of the justification to 
eliminate the inspection requirement of the core plate bolts, 
contained in Appendix I. If a plant meets the application criteria in 
Appendix I of this report, the inspection of the core plate bolts for 
the plant is not required. If the application criteria in Appendix I 
cannot be met, a plant-specific core plate bolt analysis is required as 
discussed in Section 4.0 and Appendix A. 

Keywords 
Boiling water reactor 
Core plate 
Flaw evaluation 
Inspection strategy 
Stress corrosion cracking 
Vessel and internals 
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Nomenclature 

Abbreviation 
OF 

AC 

ADS 

AHC 

AN SYS 

AOO 

AP 

ASME 

BSW 

BWR 

BWROG 

BWRVIP 

CLB 

CRD 

CRGT 

DBA 

dP 

DP 

DRAG 

DW 

ECP 

EPRI 

EVT 
FIL 

FL 

FIV 

FSAR 

Description 

Degrees Fahrenheit 

Acoustic Load 

Automatic Depressurization System 

Access Hole Cover 

Structural mechanics software manufacturer for 
finite element analysis 

Anticipated Operational Occurrence 

Annulus Pressurization Load 

American Society of Mechanical Engineers 

Biological Shield Wall 

Boiling Water Reactor 

Boiling Water Reactor Owners Group 

Boiling Water Reactor Vessel and Internals 
Project 

Current Licensing Basis 

Control Rod Drive 

Control Rod Guide Tube 

Design Basis Accident 

Differential Pressure 

Differential Pressure 

Standard Drag Load 

Deadweight (dry mass only) 

Electrochemical Corrosion Potential 

Electric Power Research Institute 

Enhanced Visual Technique 

Flow Induced Load 

Fuel Lift Load 

Flow Induced Vibration Load 

Final Safety Analysis Report 
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Abbreviation 

GE 

GEH 

GENE 

HAZ 
HWC 

IBA 

ID 

l&E 

IGSCC 

in/s2 

l&E 

IGSCC 

in/s2 

IPA 

ISi 

IVIV 

JR 

kips 

ksi 

LOCA 

MOC 

MSLB 

MVT 
NEI 

NRC 

NSSS 

OBE 

OD 

OFS 

OLNC 

Pb 

Description 

General Electric 

GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy 

Document classification for GE (General 
Electric Nuclear Energy) 

Heat Affected Zone 

Hydrogen Water Chemistry 

Intermediate Break Accident 

Inner Diameter 

Inspection and Evaluation 

lntergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking 

lnch/second2 

Inspection and Evaluation 

lntergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking 

Inch/ second2 

Integrated Plant Assessment 

In-Service Inspection 

In Vessel Visual Inspection 

Jet Reaction 

Kilo-pounds-force (a unit equaling 1,000 
pounds-force) 

Kilo-pounds-force-per-square-inch (a unit 
equaling 1,000 pounds-force per square-inch) 

Loss of Coolant Accident 

Method of Characteristics 

Main Steam Line Break 

Modified Visual Technique 

Nuclear Energy Institute 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Nuclear Steam Supply System 

Operational Basis Earthquake 

Outer Diameter 

Orificed Fuel Support 

On-line NobleChem™ 

Primary bending stress intensity 
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Abbreviation Description 

Pm Primary membrane stress intensity 

PWR Pressurized Water Reactor 
RICSIL Rapid Information Communication 

Services Information Letter 

RPV Reactor Pressure Vessel 

SBA Small Break Accident 

SC Safety Information Communication 

sec Stress Corrosion Cracking 

SHE Standard Hydrogen Electrode 

SIL Services Information Letter 

SLC Standby Liquid Control 

SRSS Square Root Sum of Squares 

Sm Design stress intensity 

Su Ultimate stress 

Sy Yield stress 

SRV Safety Relief Valve 

SSE Safe Shutdown Earthquake 

TLAA Time-Limited Aging Analysis 

UT Ultrasonic Technique 

VIP Vessel and Internals Project 

VT Visual Technique 

WHAM Water Hammer Analysis Method 
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Revisions 

Original Report (TR-107284) 

The report as originally published (TR-107284) was 
revised to incorporate changes proposed by the 
BWRYIP in response to inspection issues with core 
plate bolting and other necessary revisions 
identified since the last issuance of the report. Due 
to the extensive changes to this report, revision bars 
are not shown. In accordance with a NRC request, 
relevant RAI responses and the SE are included here 
as appendices. Non-essential format changes were 
made to comply with the current EPRI publication 
guidelines. 

Appendix B added: License Renewal Appendix 

Appendix C added: NRC Request for Additional 
Information 

Appendix D added: BWRVIP Response to NRC 
Request for Additional Information 

Appendix E added: NRC Initial Safety Evaluation 

Appendix F added: BWRVIP Response to NRC 
Initial Safety Evaluation 

Appendix G added: NRC Final Safety Evaluation 

Appendix H added: NRC Acceptance for 
Referencing Report for Demonstration of 
Compliance with License Renewal Rule 

Appendix I added: Evaluation to Justify Core Plate 
Bolt Inspection Elimination 

Details of the revisions can be found in Appendix J. 
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Section 1 : Introduction 
1. 1 Background 

The BWR Vessel and Internals Project (BWRVIP) prepared a safety assessment 
of Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) internals as a follow-on to the activities 
completed for core shroud cracking. In the evaluation of the core plate and the 
consequences of core plate cracking, it has been determined that inspection is an 
important part of ensuring the integrity of core plate safety functions, and 
therefore the ability to achieve safe shutdown for the most limiting accident 
scenarios. As a result, the BWRVIP made development of the core plate 
inspection and evaluation guidelines a high priority for 1996. 

Actually it is difficult to perform an inspection on the core plate bolt. Alternately 
to eliminate the requirements of the inspection of the core plate bolts, a set of 
application criteria are developed in Appendix I in Revision 1 of this report. 

1.2 Objectives and Scope 

The core plate Inspection and Evaluation (I&E) guideline is a generic guideline 
intended to present the appropriate inspection recommendations to ensure safety 
function integrity (i.e., economic and normal operational consequences of 
cracking are not factored into the recommendations). It is the intent that, for 
BWRVIP members, this guideline can be followed in the place of prior GE SILs 
(Services Information Letters) to ensure the essential safety functions of the core 
plate. The guideline addresses the following specific issues: 

• Locations within the core plate assembly for which inspection is 
recommended 

• Categories of plants for which inspection needs differ 

• Extent of inspection for each location 

The I&E guideline provides design information on the core plate geometries and 
weld locations for several categories of plants. The guideline scope addresses all 
weld and bolted locations identified from design drawings of the core plate 
stiffener beams, stabilizer beams, aligner pins, core plate bolts, and wedges. In 
addition, shroud repair was considered in the guideline development, and it was 
determined that the core plate I&E guideline is applicable whether or not a 
shroud repair has been installed. Typical core plate configurations are shown 
schematically in Section 2; these figures identify the welded and bolted locations 
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for each configuration, with the identifiers used in this guideline for each 
location. 

This guideline also contains a discussion of susceptibility considerations which 
concludes that all core plate subcomponents may be subject to cracking. The 
susceptibility trends may, as further inspection data accumulates, provide a basis 
to revise the recommended reinspection frequencies. 

In addition, the I&E guideline presents a conservative representative structural 
analysis of the core plate in order to determine which core plate locations require 
inspection. The load magnitudes at various locations in the core plate were 
determined through finite element analysis (See Section 4.0). The finite element 
model consists of the core plate, including stiffener beam, stabilizer beams and 
rim. For some cases, wedges also were added to the model. 

The core plate evaluation was broken into several parts by investigating the 
following scenarios: 

• stiffener beam separation 

• core plate bolts restraining the core plate 

• wedges restraining the core plate 

In Section 4, loading combination recommendations are provided. Methodology 
is provided to take stresses from finite element analysis of the core plate under 
these loading combinations and perform limit load flaw evaluation at each weld. 
The limit load methodology is demonstrated in an example analysis (See 
Appendix A). 

In Revision 1 of this report, Appendix I is included to provide the application 
criteria to eliminate the requirement of the inspection of the core plate bolts. The 
technical justification is also based on finite element analyses, which are different 
from the one presented in Section 4.0. 

The guideline presents the inspections that each plant will perform for the core 
plate components. Reinspection approaches are presented which vary depending 
on the type of plant and the outcome of the previous inspections. 

1 .3 Implementation Guidelines 

In accordance with the implementation requirements of Nuclear Energy Institute 
(NEI) 03-08, Guideline for the Management of Materials Issues, Sections 3, 4 
and Appendix I are "needed" and the remainder of the report is provided for 
information only. 
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Section 2: Core Plate Design and 
Susceptibility Information 

The core plate assembly provides lateral support for the fuel bundles, control rod 
guide tubes, and in-core instrumentation during seismic events, and provides 
vertical support for the peripheral fuel assemblies. The typical core plate assembly 
(Figure 2-1) consists of a perforated stainless steel plate reinforced by stiffener 
beams and supported on the perimeter by a circular rim. The core plate rim is 
bolted to a ledge on the core shroud by stainless steel studs which prevent vertical 
movement. 

Stiffener beams are welded to the core plate to carry the pressure loads following 
design basis Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) events. Because peak pressure 
loads place the lower edges of the beams in compression, cross ties between the 
beams are required for stabilization. The stabilizer beams or rods prevent flange 
buckling by providing lateral support. These beams or rods also provide support 
for in-core housing monitors. 

There are slight design differences between core plates; general core plate 
configurations can be classified as follows: 

• BWR/2 

• BWR/3 

• BWR/4 - 3 types 

• BWR/5 

• BWR/6 

Schematics of each configuration are given in Figures 2-2 through 2-8. 

Core plates are positioned on the shroud ledge by four vertical or horizontal 
aligner pins (not applicable to BWR/6 plants), which vary in configuration from 
plant to plant. The pin assembly engages bosses or sockets which are welded to 
both the core plate and the shroud. For BWR/2 through BWR/5 plants, seismic 
and other dynamic loads are shared between the friction load of the shroud to 
rim bolt connection, and the shear resistance of the aligner pins. BWR/6 plants 
were designed to be restrained by wedges and studs between the core plate rim 
and the shroud. 
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Table 2-1 summarizes the potential failure locations. These failure locations are 
illustrated in Figures 2-1 through 2-16. The figures detail the locations of the 
welds in the assemblies, with weld identifications which are used throughout this 
report, and which correspond to the weld identifications used in the BWRVIP 
Safety Assessment Report [1]. While the entire assembly is generally similar, 
there are several differences in design and fabrication conditions that exist in the 
different types of BWR, as well as between plants of the same BWR type. Some 
of these differences potentially affect the susceptibility oflocations on the core 
plate assembly. 

Design and fabrication differences may include the following: 

• Core plate material (304 vs. 304L stainless steels1
) 

• Material condition (annealed vs. welded vs. cold worked) 

• Core plate assembly dimensions 

• Weld design (creviced vs. non-creviced) 

• Type of weld (fillet vs. groove vs. partial penetration) 

The ways in which some of these characteristics play a role in core plate cracking 
susceptibility are discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. 

2.1 Susceptibility Factor 

The occurrence of intergranular stress corrosion cracking (I GS CC) requires the 
combined presence of an aggressive environment, a susceptible material and a 
tensile stress. These specific factors are discussed for the core plate assembly in 
more detail below. 

Another important consideration in evaluating IGSCC susceptibility, because of 
the variability of the phenomenon, is the cracking history. A discussion of 
cracking history is presented in Section 3 as part of the background discussion on 
inspection. 

2. l. l Environment 

High electrochemical corrosion potential (ECP) is considered one of the key 
factors in promoting IGSCC in austenitic stainless steel components when 
combined with adverse material microstructures and imposed residual and fit-up 
stresses. IGSCC is considered mitigated when the local (ECP) is reduced below 
-230 m V(SHE). Additionally tight crevices can, in some cases, promote crack 
initiation and crack growth due to the tendency for crevices to concentrate ionic 
species that aggravate IGSCC. For these locations, the tight crevice increases the 
likelihood of multiple crack initiation sites with the possibility of extensive 
cracking in the crevice before any cracks grow through-thickness. The behavior 
of creviced 304 and creviced 304L has been shown in the laboratory to be similar, 

1 XM-19 stainless steel is also used as an alternate material for BWR/6 core plate bolt. 
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with 316L performing somewhat, but not significantly, better. It must be noted, 
however, that stress corrosion cracking (SCC) initiation requires both a tensile 
stress and a susceptible material in addition to an aggressive environment. 
Therefore, crevices which are subject to higher stresses (e.g., crevices created by 
welding with high weld residual stresses remaining) in a susceptible material 
(sensitized and/or cold worked) would be expected to initiate cracks sooner than 
crevices with relatively low stresses (e.g. crevices created by bolting) in 
nonsensitized material. 

Regardless, the United States-basedBWRfleet is nowoperatingwith an effective 
HWC core environment in the core plate region. Most plants also implement 
NobleChem™ mitigation, either Classic NMCA or On-line NobleChem™ 
(OLNC). Radiolysis model calculations, validated by ECP measurements at 
several internal locations, predict that the environment in contact with core plate 
assembly will have ECP values below -230 m V (SHE). Thus, the potential for 
IGSCC at the core plate location, including crevices, is much reduced compared 
to normal water chemistry conditions. 

2. 1.2 Materials 

The core plate assembly is either 304 or 304L austenitic stainless steel. GE 
required all austenitic stainless steel plates to be supplied in the solution heat 
treated condition. However, those full penetration fabrication welds which were 
made following delivery of the material as part of the core plate assembly process 
contain an as-welded heat affected wne (HAZ) that is a susceptible location for 
IGSCC. Assembly welds were typically performed in the shop, and the welding 
process used varied depending upon the manufacturing sequence. These weld 
locations may require inspection, depending on the role a particular location has 
in core plate function. 

In terms ofIGSCC susceptibility, higher strength (or higher hardness) materials 
are in general more susceptible than the same materials with lower strength (or 
lower hardness). 
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During installation of the core plate assembly there may have been installation 
steps that introduced localized regions of susceptibility. Along the curved surfaces 
such as the rim, there may also be localized regions that received more cold work 
from bending. If cracking were to initiate at such localized regions, it is not 
certain that through-thickness cracks would result. Even then, such cracks would 
be limited to the length of the cold- worked region. 

Therefore, core plate materials can be susceptible to IGSCC at locations where a 
heat affected zone or excessive cold work exists. 
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2. I. 3 Stress Stale 

During normal operation, no components of the core plate are highly stressed; 
however, residual stresses due to welding and fit-up can be significant. All weld 
locations that were not solution annealed are characterized by tensile residual 
stresses. In general, the welds in the core plate assembly are similar enough that 
the residual stresses would not provide a means to differentiate by location or 
plant type. 

The welding process introduces residual stress in the material. The level of this 
residual stress and the location of the tensile component vary with geometry and 
the welding process used. Experience and analysis verifies the presence of residual 
stress in all welds that are not subjected to annealing. 
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Also, the stress state of the core plate bolts needs to be considered. 
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Consequently, significant tensile stresses, the third requirement for IGSCC, may 
exist at weld locations in the core plate. 

2.2 Design of Typical Core Plate Assemblies 

The core plate assembly contains welds that can be divided into either creviced 
locations or non-creviced locations. Many of the welds in the core plate assembly 
are creviced due to the presence of a fillet weld or a partial penetration weld. The 
regions with the highest expected crack susceptibility are the creviced locations, 
especially those creviced regions subject to high weld residual stresses. Each 
specific weld region is discussed in this section. 

2.2. I Location I - StiHener Beam lo Core Plate Weld 

Stiffener beams are either continuous or intermittent fillet welded on both sides 
to the bottom of the core plate as shown in Figure 2-1; since these beams are 
fillet welded, a creviced condition exists whether the weld is continuous or 
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intermittent. Failure of these welds would have no impact on core plate function 
because the pressure load is transferred to the guide tubes, as discussed below. 
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Under transient and accident conditions, a 
small tensile stress in a guide tube tab could be generated for a short period of 
time (refer to Table 3-2 for analysis results). Also, the effect of failure of all of 
these welds on the peripheral fuel supports was analyzed; Table 3-2 discusses a 
very small rotation of the fuel support casting which would not affect control 
blade insertion. 

2.2.2 Location 2 - Peripheral Fuel Support lo Core Plate Weld 

The peripheral fuel support to core plate weld is an all-around fillet weld which 
attaches the support to the top of the core plate (Figures 2-1 and 2-9). Figure 2-9 
shows the configurations for two types of supports, typical BWR/2-3 and typical 
BWR/4-6. For both configuration types, the peripheral fuel support to core plate 
weld is the same configuration. Since the weld was made on one side of the core 
plate, this is a creviced condition. If this weld failed, differential pressure or 
seismic loading would have no adverse safety consequences because the fuel 
support weld is compressed by the weight of the fuel. Therefore, fuel alignment 
is maintained under all conditions, so there are no safety consequences. 

2.2. 3 Locations 3a, 3b - StiHener Beam and Stabilizer Beam lo Rim 
Welds 

The stiffener beams and stabilizer beams are first groove welded and then fillet 
welded to the rim; the number of beams and the number of welds per stiffener 
vary by plant. Figure 2-10 shows details of stiffener beam and stabilizer beam to 
rim welds. Since these welds are not seal welds, a creviced condition exists. 
Failure of these welds would change the stresses and deflections in the core plate 
and possibly redistribute loading in the rim hold- down bolts. The impact on the 
core plate from this failure is bounded by a failure at Location 1. The impact on 
the core plate bolts from this failure is bounded by the core plate bolt failure 
scenario presented in Section 2.2.9. The failure scenarios at Locations 1 and 10 
have acceptable safety consequences. Therefore, there is no safety consequence of 
failure at this location. 

2.2.4 Location 4, 5 - Stiffener Beam to Stabilizer Beam Welds 

In addition to each being welded to the core plate, the stiffener beams and 
stabilizer beams are either continuous or intermittent fillet welded on both sides 
as shown in Figure 2-1; since the weld may be intermittent, this location is 
treated as a crevice. Failure of one or several of these welds may affect the 
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stability of the stiffener beams. However, as discussed in Section 2.2.1, the 
stiffener beams are not required for acceptable core plate safety function, so 
failure of the stiffener beam to stabilizer beam welds is not a safety concern. 

2.2.5 location 6 - In-core Guide Tube Support to Stabilizer Beam 
Weld 

The in-core guide tube support is fillet welded all around to the stabilizer beam, 
and typical views of this connection are shown in Figures 2-1 and 2-11. Since 
this joint is not welded on both sides, it is creviced. The failure of an in-core 
guide tube support to stabilizer beam weld has no adverse impact on the safety 
function of the core plate. These welds to the in-core guide tubes limit the 
motion of the guide tubes caused by flow-induced vibration. The failure of one of 
these welds would increase flow-induced vibrations to some extent and could 
potentially cause the failure of the affected in-core instrument. There would be 
no safety consequence to the failure of an in-core instrument since individual 
failures only affect one instrument string at a time and would be detectable by 
operational surveillance of the detectors or by the plant leak detection system. 

2.2. 6 location 7 - Core Plate to Rim Weld 

Around its entire circumference, the bottom side of the core plate is first 
continuously groove welded on the outer diameter (OD) and then continuously 
fillet welded on the inner diameter (ID) (Figures 2-3 through 2-7). Since both 
the ID and OD welds are continuous, this location is uncreviced. The failure of 
this weld has no adverse safety consequence because the core plate bolts 
(Location 10) compress the core plate against the shroud flange and keep these 
welds in compression. The failure of the weld would not result in loss of 
compression or shear load path because the interlocking grooves of a postulated 
crack would prevent relative movement between the rim and cover plate. 

Some plants have the core plate bolts outside of the rim. Failure of Location 7 in 
this configuration could affect the preload of the bolt if the stiffening effect of the 
rim were lost. However, even if enough preload were lost to allow horizontal 
displacement, the presence of the bolts outside the rim and the aligner pins 
hardware would limit core plate horizontal displacements to acceptable values 
[3]. 

2.2.7 Location 8 - Aligner Pin and Socket to Rim Welds 

The aligner pin to socket welds are fillet welds as shown in Figure 2-12; this 
configuration is creviced and is typical for BWR/2 through S's with vertical 
aligners. The socket to rim welds are typically first groove welded and then fillet 
welded; since the welds were not specified as continuous, this joint is also 
creviced. 

Movement of the core plate during a seismic event in such a way as to interfere 
with control rod insertion is not an issue for plants with restraining wedges, and 
requires multiple failures of the core plate bolts (Location 10) for those plants 
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without restraining wedges. The aligner pin assemblies are redundant to both the 
core plate bolts and/or the wedges. For plants without wedges, as long as the 
critical number of bolts remains intact, lateral support for the core plate assembly 
is ensured. For plants with wedges, the wedges ensure lateral support, and there 
is no concern of wedge failure. Therefore, there are no safety consequences of 
failure at Location 8. 

2.2. 8 Location 9 - Core Plate Wedge Retainer 

BWR/6 plants contain wedges which restrict lateral movement to less than about 
0.5 inch. The wedges are machined parts which are retained in position by 
keepers; these keepers are retained by bolts tack welded to prevent back-off 
(Figure 2-13). Tack bolts create a creviced geometry, but even if the tack weld 
and/ or bolt failed, the wedges would remain in approximately their designed 
location and would perform their intended function. 

2.2. 9 Location 7 0 - Core Plate Bolts 

The core plate bolts connect the core plate to the core shroud. The bolt is 
subjected to moderate tensile stress and has threaded regions where stress 
concentrations occur and where a creviced water chemistry may exist. The bolt 
material is not sensitized, a fact which makes the SCC susceptibility lower. To 
date, there have been no instances of core plate bolt cracking in the field. Two of 
the BWR/3's have different configurations. An additional shroud flange is used 
to bolt the core plate to the shroud at a higher elevation. Since in both of these 
BWR/3's the bolts are located close to the active fuel region, irradiation induced 
relaxation of bolt stress can be significant over the life of the plant. However, the 
bolts in these two plants are in compression, reducing the likelihood of sec. 
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2.2. l 0 Location 11 - Rim Fabrication Weld 

The rim fabrication welds are those full penetration welds which is made when 
forming the rim, and an example is shown in Figure 2-1. The total number of 
rim fabrication welds varies by plant, but since solution annealing was not 
required of the manufacturer, these welds are in the as-welded condition. The 
failure of rim fabrication welds has no adverse safety consequences because it has 
little effect on the compression created by the hold- down bolts, which prevents 
lateral movement. 

2.2. 11 Location 12 - Core Plate Fabrication Welds 

The core plate fabrication welds are those full penetration welds that connect the 
plates from which the core plate is machined; they are not shown in a figure since 
the number and position of these welds vary by plant. Similar to the rim 
fabrication weld (Location 11), these welds remain in the as-welded condition as 
solution annealing treatments were not required by the manufacturer. There are 
no adverse safety consequences from weld failure because assuming: 

(1) a failure of fabrication welds, and 
(2) at least partial integrity of the beam to rim and beam to core plate welds, 

The pressure loads would be redistributed between the stiffener beams, or, if 
beams are cracked, on the guide tubes. 

2.2. 12 Location 13 - Core Plate Plug 

BWR/2 and BWR/3s had holes in the core plate to ensure sufficient core bypass 
flow to prevent boiling in the space between fuel channels. Boiling would reduce 
instrumentation accuracy and nuclear efficiency. 
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2.3 Conclusion 

For most locations on the core plate, failure does not result in unacceptable safety 
consequences. While cracking may or may not occur, the extent of cracking need 
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not be determined. This conclusion is reflected in the inspection guidelines in 
Section 3. 

Table 2-1 
Potential Core Plate Failure Location 
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figure 2-1 
BWR Core Plate 
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Figure 2-2 
B WR/2 Core Plate 
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Figure 2-3 
B WR/3 Core Plate Assembly 
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Figure 2-4 
BWR/4 Core Plate Type I 
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Figure 2-5 
BWR/4 Core Plate Type II 
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Figure 2-6 
BWR/4 Core Plate Type Ill 
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Figure2-7 
BWR/5 Core Plate Assembly 
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Figure 2-8 
BWR/6 Core Plate Assembly 
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Figure 2-9 
Peripheral Fuel Support to Core Plate Weld 
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Figure 2-10 
Stiffener Beam to Rim Weld 
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Figure 2-11 
In-Core Guide Tube Support to Stabilizer Beam Weld 
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Figure2-12 
Aligner Pin to Socket and Socket to Rim Welds 
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Figure 2-73 
Core Plate Wedge Restrainer 
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Figure 2-14 
BWR/2-5 Core Plate Bolt 
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Figure 2-15 
BWR/6 Core Plate Bolt 
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Figure 2-16 
Core Plate Plug 
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Section 3: Inspection Strategy 

3. 1 Background 

3. 1. l Core Plate Inspection History 

Most plants include the examination of the core plate under ASME Section XI, 
Examination Category B-N-2, "Integrally Welded Core Support Structures" 
Specifically for BWRs, Examination Category B-N-2, Item No. B13.40 (86 
edition), Core Support Structures, addresses the examination of accessible 
surfaces by the VT -3 visual examination method. 

There are variations in the interpretation of the examination category B-N-2. 
Some plants list the core plate structure as a single component for examination, 
whereas other plants itemize the core plate subcomponents into core plate and 
hardware (e.g., core plate bolts, fuel support castings). Most plants list the 
examination requirement as VT-3, but some plants may require a VT-1 
examination of any core plate welds (e.g., core plate bolts keeper tack welds). 

The key element in the performance of core plate exams is accessibility. The code 
examination requirement specifies "accessible surfaces". The code attempts to 
clarify "accessible" as those areas "made accessible for examination by removal of 
components during normal refueling outages". During a typical refueling outage, 
the shuffling of fuel bundles does not allow access to the core plate. For this 
reason, most plants consider core plate subcomponents inaccessible for 
examination. 

Some reactor maintenance activities like control rod blade changeout require the 
complete disassembly of a fuel cell. This disassembly requires the removal of all 
four (4) fuel bundles and the fuel support casting. This disassembly permits 
access to some areas of the core plate for inspection, but disassembly of peripheral 
fuel cells would be required to access the core plate core plate bolts for 
examination. 
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Inspection recommendations or alternatives for the core plate bolts are found in 
Section 3.2.2. Seventy-one core plate bolt inspection evolutions have been 
performed at 21 plants, including BWR/2-5s. Fourteen plants performed 16 
inspection evolutions prior to the publication ofBWRVIP-25, with some of 
these inspections occurring prior to the issuance of SIL-588. Some inspections 
were performed on a 100% basis, while others were performed on a percentage or 
an as-accessible basis. Fifteen of the inspections were performed using VT-1, 
EVT-1, or MVT-1 methods, 51 were performed using the VT-3 method, and 
five were performed by confirming the presence of bolts using UT methods on 
adjoining structures. Three inspection evolutions are reported to have included 
the bottom of the bolts. One inspection from below was performed using EVT -1 
methods, and two inspection evolutions were performed of the bottoms of the 
bolts using VT-3 methods. In all cases no indications were observed. Reference 
26 provides the above discussions. 
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Development of UT to fully interrogate the 
bolts has proven not to be feasible. Consequently, plants without wedges were 
required to develop deviation dispositions for their core plate bolt exams. These 
deviation dispositions will remain in effect until such time as the NRC approves 
this report. 

3. 1.2 Examination Methods 

The following discussion refers to several inspection methods under the general 
categories of ultrasonic (UT) and visual (VT). 

The specific methods are briefly described below. Implementation requirements 
and definitions can be found in the current edition of BWRVIP-03 [ 4]. 
r;-;:;----------- ---~-- - ---- ---- --:--------------------~. ----------------1 
L~J: __ ----~-- ___ c.Y.l~c:i.!!J:Jltrasonic method of volu~etric: in.:;P-ec_!!2n~-- ~-~ 

VT-1 is defined in ASME Section XI, Subparagraph IW A-
2211 (b), 1989 Edition, No Addenda as the visual 

VT-1: testing method capable of resolving a 1 /32 inch black 
line on 18% neutral gray card. Later Editions of the 
ASME Code can be used. 

Enhanced VT-1: 

VT-3: 

Enhanced VT-1 (EVT-1 J is defined in the latest revision of 
i BWRVIP-03. 

/ VT-3 as used in this document is a visual inspection 

I 

method for assessing general mechanical and structural 
conditions. 

3 .2 Inspection Recommendations or Alternatives 

The core plate In Vessel Visual Inspections (IVVIs) which have been performed 
by the BWR fleet per ASME Section XI, Examination Category B-N-2, have 
been valuable in providing the ability to detect cracking. These guidelines are 
intended to provide flexible options while ensuring that structural integrity and 
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function of the core plate system are adequately maintained. The guidelines are 
also generic in nature, based on the overall understanding of the various designs 
of the core plate assembly. There may be plant-specific situations where more 
rigorous inspections are chosen or where less rigorous inspections are justified. 
For example, if a location for which inspection is required were shown for a 
specific plant to be solution annealed, a plant-specific evaluation would specify 
no inspection is required. 

3.2. 1 Plant Categories 

Plant categorization has been based on core plate design differences. While there 
may be minor differences in core plate designs from plant type to plant type and 
plant to plant, the design characteristics of importance relative to ring weld, beam 
weld, and core plate bolt cracking are essentially the same for all plants. 

3.2.2 Inspection Recommendation or Alternatives 

Table 3-2 summarizes the inspection recommendations for each core plate 
location, which are based on the results of conservative structural analyses of a 
representative geometry and the safety consequences of component failure. Refer 
to Section 4 for details of the structural analyses. The table also provides the 
option of reduced inspection for plants that have done, or may consider plant
specific analyses and/or repair modifications. 

Based on these analyses, the core plate bolts are the only core plate location 
which needs to be addressed with a plant-specific inspection strategy. Inspect the 
core plate bolts to ensure an adequate number are intact to prevent lateral 
displacement of the core plate. 
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Each of these options is discussed below. 

3.2.2.1 Installation of Wedges 
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3.2.2.2 Inspection of Core Plate Bolts 
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3.2.2.3 Application Criteria for Eliminating Inspection of Core Plate Bolts 
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plate bolt analysis as an example shown in Section 4.0 and Appendix A is 
needed. 
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3.3 Reporting of Inspection Results 
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Table 3-1 
Core Plate Cracking Experience 
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Table 3-2 
Summary of Results and Inspection Recommendations 
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Table 3-2 (continued} 
Summary of Results and Inspection Recommendations 
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Table 3-2 (continued) 
Summary of Results and Inspection Recommendations 
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Table 3-2 (continued} 
Summary of Results and Inspection Recommendations 
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Table 3-2 (continued) 
Summary of Results and Inspection Recommendations 
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Section 4: Loading 
This section provides the load term definitions, load combinations and the 
methodology of a plant-specific core plate bolt stress analysis that is related to an 
example in Appendix A. 

In the event that plant-specific analyses are required, loads, load combinations 
and key analyses must be defined. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 describe the details of the 
various loadings and the load combinations that need to be considered to 
determine the primary and secondary stress levels appropriate for various 
operating conditions. A finite element model is typically used to determine the 
stresses once the appropriate loads are determined and combined. Section 4.3 
provides information on a conservative example core plate analysis. The results of 
this example case provide the basis for many of the inspection recommendations 
in Section 3. Section 4.4 provides a review of applicability of GEH's Safety 
Information Communications (SCs) related to acoustic (AC) load and annulus 
pressurization (AP) load for the core plate stress analysis. 

4. 1 Significant Loads 
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defined in the original HWR AC load design basis report NED0-24048 [5], the 
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Each of these applied loads is discussed below. 

4. I. I Deadweight (DW) 
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4.1.2 Seismic Induced Loads 
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4.1.3 IJP Loads 
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4.1.4 SRV Loads 
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4.1.5 Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) Loads 
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4.1.6 AP Loads 
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4. 1.7 Fuel Lift (FL) Loads 
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4. 1. 8 Applicability of Hydrodynamic Loads 
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4.2 Load Combinations 

The typical faulted load combinations for Mark I, II and III with the FL load on 
the core plate are summarized as follows: 
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4.3 Example Stress Analysis 
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4. 3. 1 Stiffener Beam Separation 
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4. 3.2 Core Plate Bolts Restraining the Core Plate 
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4. 3. 3 Wedges Restraining Core Plate 
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4.4 Review of Applicability of SCs for Core Plate 
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Table 4-1 
Typical B WR Load Definitions for Reactor Internals 
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Table 4-1 (continued} 
Typical BWR Load Dehnitions for Reactor Internals 
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Table4-2 
Reactor Internal Load Applicability for Core Plate 
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Table 4-3 
AP and LOCA Loads for Fuel Lift 
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Table4-4 
AP and LOCA Loads for RPV and RPV Internals 
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Table 4-5 
Core Plate Loads 
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Table 4-5 (continued} 
Core Plate Loads 
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Table 4-5 (continued} 
Core Plate Loads 
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Table 4-5 (continued} 
Core Plate Loads 
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Table 4-6 
Review of Applicability of GEH's SCs for Core Plate 
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December 16, 2013. 
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Appendix A: Example Core Plate Bolt 
Analysis 

This Appendix is an example for the plant-specific core plate bolt stress analysis 
if a plant fails to meet the application criteria to eliminate the requirements of the 
inspection of the core plate bolts specified in Appendix I. 

The loads and the resultant stresses presented in this Appendix A are an 
example; are not intended to be bounding. For a plant-specific analysis, the 
plant-specific loads should be used since the applicable loads and load 
combinations for the plants vary (See Section 4.0). 

A. 1 Example Core Plate Bolt Analysis 
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A. I. I Loadings 

Deadweight (DW) loading consists of the weight of the core plate. 
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Seismic Inertia loading consists of horizontal and vertical inertia forces acting on 
the entire core plate due to seismic excitation of the core plate. These loads are 
considered 
for both the OBE and SSE cases. These loads can be divided into two categories: 
acceleration loads due to the seismic inertia of the core plate, and the loads due to 
fuel shear. These loads were applied to the model as follows: 
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SRV loads are induced by actuations which produce oscillating pressures on the 
suppression pool boundary. These pressures impart structural motions which may 
cause dynamic excitations of the structure and contained equipment. These loads 
can be divided into two categories: loads due to the effect of SRV loading of the 
core plate, and loads due to the effect of SRV loading on fuel shear. These loads 
were applied as follows in this evaluation: 
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Annulus Pressurization loads are due to the loading on the biological shield and 
the reactor vessel following a postulated break of the vessel nozzle safe end to 
pipe weld. This rupture allows a rapid mass and energy release into the small 
annular region between the biological shield and the RPV. Annulus 
pressurization leads to interactions between the shield wall, reactor vessel, and 
the reactor pedestal, with loads transmitted to the vessel internals. These loads 
can be divided into two categories: loads due to the effect of AP loading of the 
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core plate, and loads due to the effect of AP loading on fuel shear. These loads 
are applied to the model as follows: 
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LOCA conditions which are postulated to occur are SBA, IBA, and DBA 
LOCA. These loads can be divided into two categories: loads due to the effect of 
LOCA on the core plate, and loads due to the effect of LOCA on fuel shear. 
These loads are applied to the model as follows: 
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Fuel Lift loads are postulated to occur if, under postulated dynamic conditions, a 
fuel bundle could move relative to its support, unseat and reseat on the fuel 
support, and impart loads on the core plate. Loading for both OBE and SSE 
conditions is considered. These loads are applied to the model as follows: 
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Pressure loads are those delta-P's which act across the core plate; this load acts in 
the vertical direction only and varies with Normal, Upset, or Faulted conditions. 
These loads are applied to the model as follows: 
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Table A-I 
Summary of Results for Core Plate Analyses 
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Figure A-I 
Finite Element Model of Core Plate 
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FigureA-2 
Finite Element Model Showing Core Plate Bolt and Beam Element 
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FigureA-3 
Vertical Force Acting on Core Plate Bolts Around Core Circumference2 

2 Vertical lines in figure denote position ofbeams. 
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FigureA-4 
Horizontal Forces Acting on Core Plate Bolt Around Core Plate Circumference 
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Appendix B: License Renewal Appendix 
(97-634) 

The demonstration of compliance with the technical information requirements of 
the License Renewal Rule (10 CFR 54.21) contained in this appendix was 
developed based on "BWR Vessel and Internal Project, BWR Core Plate 
Inspection and Flaw Evaluation Guidelines (BWRVIP-25, Revision 1)," EPRI 
Report TR-107284. This content is retained for historical context regarding the 
acceptability of BWRVIP-25 to address the technical information requirements 
of the License Renewal Rule. As such, content provided on page B-2 and 
following has not been updated to address revisions to BWRVIP-25 occurring 
since BWRVIP-25, Revision 1 (3002005594) and should be considered 
historical. 

Subsequent revisions to BWRVIP-25 (through this Revision 1ofBWRVIP25) 
have been reviewed with regard to the intent of this demonstration. Based on this 
review, the BWRVIP concludes that although changes to the aging management 
approach and to the structure of the document have occurred, none of these 
revisions (documented in Appendices Hand I) affect the conclusions reached 
previously in this appendix. The guideline remains adequate to meet the 
technical information requirements of the License Renewal Rule and ensure that 
the effects of aging are managed in the period of extended operation. 
Additionally, there are no new generic TLAAs, exemptions, or Technical 
Specification resulting from document revisions through Revision 1 of 
BWRVIP-25. 
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BWR Core Plate 
Demonstration of Compliance with the Technical Information 

Requirements of the License Renewal Rule (10 CFR 54.21) 

The purpose of Appendix B is to demonstrate that this report provides the 
necessary information to comply with the technical information requirements 
pursuant to paragraphs 54.21[a] and [c], and 54.22, and the NRC's findings 
under 54.29[a] of the license renewal rule (Reference B.[1]). It is intended that 
the NRC's review and approval of Appendix B will allow utilities the options to 
incorporate the report and Appendix by reference in a plant-specific integrated 
plant assessment (IPA) and time-limited aging analysis (TLAA) evaluation. If a 
license renewal applicant confirms that this report applies to their plant's current 
licensing basis ( CLB) and that the results of the Appendix B IP A and TLAA 
evaluation are in effect at their plant, then no further review by the NRC of the 
matters described herein is needed. 

B.1 Description of the BWR Core Plate and Intended Functions 

The BWR core plate assembly consists of a perforated stainless steel plate 
reinforced by stiffener beams and supported on the perimeter by a circular rim. 
The core plate rim is bolted to a ledge on the core shroud by stainless steel studs 
which prevent vertical movement. The core plate assembly and the bolting to the 
shroud are within the scope of the license renewal rule. A typical core plate 
assembly is shown in Figure 2-1. The general core plate configurations for the 
BWR/2 through BWR/6 are shown in Figures 2-2 through 2-8. The design, 
materials, operating, environmental, and other technical information is also 
contained in Section 2. 

The core plate is required to ensure the capability to shut down the reactor and 
maintain it in a safe-shut down condition (54.4(a)(1)(ii)) and prevent or mitigate 
the consequences of accidents that could result in potential offsite exposure 
comparable to 10CFR100 guidelines (54.4(a)(I)(iii)). Therefore, the intended 
functions for the core plate are to: 

1. Provides lateral support for the fuel bundles, control rod guide tubes, and in
core instrumentation during seismic events; and 

2. Provides vertical support for the peripheral fuel assemblies. 

The intended functions are preserved under normal, upset, emergency, and 
faulted conditions. Section 4.0 describes the details of the various loading and 
load combinations that need to be considered to determine that stress levels for 
the various operating conditions are consistent with the CLB. 

B.2 Core Plate Components Subject to Aging Management Review 

Paragraph 54.21(a)(l) of the rule provides the requirements for identifying the 
core plate components that are subject to aging management review. To satisfy 
the requirements of 54.21(a)(l), the guidance provided in the NEI industry 
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guideline (Reference B.[2]) was used to identify passive components and then to 
identify those that are long-lived. For the core plate, a screening methodology 
was not needed to make this determination. All of the components in the core 
plate assembly are passive and long-lived. Therefore, the complete core plate 
assembly (see Figures 2-1 through 2-8) is subject to aging management review. 

B.3 Management of Aging Effects (54.21 [a][3]) 

(a) Description of Aging Effects 

For the purpose of this Appendix, the BWR Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals 
Industry Report (Reference B.[3]) and the resolution to the NRC's questions on 
the Industry Report are used to identify the aging mechanisms for the core plate. 
Aging mechanisms are the causes of the aging effects. The NUREG 1557 
(Reference B.[ 4]) is used to establish the correlation between the aging effects 
and their associated aging mechanisms. If the industry report concludes that the 
aging mechanism is significant, then the associated aging effect is included in this 
aging management review. Using this methodology, it was determined that crack 
initiation and growth is the only aging effect that requires aging management 
review for the core plate. This conclusion is consistent with the scope and intent 
of this report. 

The causes of crack initiation and growth and a susceptibility assessment for the 
core plate are provided in Section 2.0. The susceptibility factors of environment, 
materials, and stress state are discussed in Section 2.1. A discussion of the 
cracking history is presented in Section 3.0. 
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Many of the welds in the core plate assembly are creviced. Each specific weld 
region is discussed in Section 2.2. The creviced configuration at the rim hold 
down bolt location and the highly-stressed creviced locations such as the stiffener 
beam and stabilizer beam welds have the highest susceptibility to crack initiation 
and growth. 

(b) Assessment of Aging Effects and Programs 

The core plate inspection history is described in Section 3.1.1. Because of the 
accessibility limitations, few inspections have actually been performed, and there 
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is little inspection history on the core plate components. The vendor generic 
communications that apply to the core plate and address the crack initiation and 
growth aging effect are also identified. The cracking history is summarized in 
Table 3-1. 

Table 3-2 summarizes the inspection recommendations for each core plate 
location. These recommendations are based on the results of conservative 
structural analyses of a representative geometry and the safety consequences of 
component failure. The details of the structural analysis are described in Section 
4.0. Based on these analyses, the core plate bolts are the only core plate location 
which needs to be addressed with a plant-specific inspection strategy. 
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(c) Demonstration that the Effects of Aging are Adequately Managed 

Crack initiation and growth is the only aging effect for the core plate that 
requires aging management review for license renewal. This aging effect will be 
managed by an inspection program incorporating the recommendations 
described in Section 3.0 and the resulting plant specific strategy (i.e., plant
specific analysis and reinspection schedule). The inspection methods and 
implementation guidance addresses: 

• The core plate location (rim holddown bolts) that requires inspection. 

• Extent of inspection for each location. 

• Analysis methods to determine the need for corrective action and establish a 
reinspection schedule. 

Implementation of the inspection recommendations in an inspection program 
and the resulting plant-specific strategy results in a verification of the structural 
integrity requirements in the CLB for the core plate. Therefore, there is 
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reasonable assurance that crack initiation and growth will be adequately managed 
so that the intended functions of the core plate will be maintained consistent 
with the CLB in the extended operating period. 

B.4 Time Limited Aging Analyses (54.21 [c][l]) 

The six criteria contained in the NEI industry guideline (Reference B.[3]) were 
applied to identify the time limited aging analysis (TLAA) issues. That is, those 
calculations and analyses that: 

1. Involve the core plate assembly, 

2. Consider the effects of aging, 

3. Involve time-limited assumptions defined by the current operating term, 

4. Were determined to be relevant in make a safety determination, 

5. Involved conclusions or provide the basis for conclusions related to the 
capability of the core plate to perform its intended function, and 

6. Are incorporated or contained by reference in the CLB. 

The calculation discussed in section 2.1.3 that addresses the stress state in the 
rim hold down bolts is a TLAA issue. The stress state due to the preload was 
calculated over the 40 year life of the plant. 
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For any plant where the core plate bolt function preventing lateral 
displacement has been replaced by core plate wedges, and therefore this is not 
considered a TLAA issue. Reference 25 provides the above discussions. 

If a plant-specific analysis identified by an applicant meets all six criteria above, 
then this analysis will be considered a TLAA for license renewal and evaluated by 
the applicant. 

B.5 Exemptions (54.21 [c][2]) 

Exemptions associated with the core plate that contain TLAA analysis issues will 
be identified and evaluated for license renewal by individual applicants. 

B.6 Technical Specification Changes or Additions (54.22) 

There are no changes or additions to the technical specifications associated with 
the core plate as a result of this aging management review to ensure that the 
effects of aging are adequately managed. 

B.7 Demonstration that Activities will Continue to be Conducted in 
Accordance with the CLB (54.29[a]) 

Sections B.1, B.2, and B.3 address the requirements 54.21(a) of the rule. The 
core plate components that are subject to aging management review are identified 
and it is demonstrated that the effects of aging are adequately managed. 
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Sections B.4 and B.5 address the requirements of 54.21(c) of the rule. Plant
specific time limited aging analyses (TLAAs) and exemptions that require 
evaluation will be evaluated by the applicant. 

Section B.6 addresses the requirements of 54.22 of the rule. There are no 
technical specification changes or additions necessary to manage the effects of 
aging for the core plate during the period of extended operation. 

Therefore, actions have been identified and have been or will be taken by utilities 
with BWR plants, such that there is reasonable assurance that the activities 
authorized by license renewal for the core plate will conducted in accordance with 
the CLB. 

B. 8 References 

1. Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 54, "Requirements for 
License Renewal of Operating Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants," (60 
Federal Register 22461), May 8, 1995. 

2. Nuclear Energy Institute Report NEI 95-10 (Rev. O), Industry Guideline for 
Implementing the Requirements of 10 CFR Part 54 the License Renewal 
Rule. 

3. NUMARC 90-03, BWR Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals License Renewal 
Industry Report, Revision 1,June 1992. 

4. NUREG-1557, Summary of Technical Information and Agreements from 
Nuclear Management and Resources Council Industry Reports Addressing 
License Renewal, October 1996. 

5. Letter, dated 1/15/97, V.L. McCarthy, GENE to B.A. McAllister, GENE, 
"Core Plate Bolt Relaxation Calculations for Extended Operation". 
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Appendix C: NRC Request for Additional 
Information (97-268A/ 58B) 
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Appendix D: BWRVIP Response to NRC 
Request for Additional 
Information (97-937) 

PROPRIETARY REQ!JEST FORADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
REGARDING EPRI REPORT TR-107284 

"BWR VESSEL AND INTERNALS PROJECT, CORE PLATE 
INSPECTION AND FLAW EVALUATION GUIDELINES 

(BWRVIP-25)" 
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BWRVIP-06, "Safety Assessment of BWR Reactor Internals", contains a safety 
assessment of internals components for BWR/2 through BWR/6 product lines. 
The purpose of this evaluation was to determine the short-term and long-term 
actions which would be appropriate to assure the continuing operation given the 
possibility of cracking in those components. 
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As stated in Qpestion 1, the effects ofloose parts on the safety consequences of 
failure for the core plate locations discussed in BWRVIP-25 have been addressed 
in BWRVIP-06, Section 4.0. 
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The timing of the implementation of the BWRVIP I&E Guidelines is currently 
being discussed by the NRC and the BWRVIP Executive Committee. It is 
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-------------------------------------

generally agreed that utilities should implement the Guidelines as soon as 
practical after the NRC has issued a safety evaluation. The precise timing is 
being discussed 
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Appendix E: NRC Initial Safety Evaluation 
(99-159B) 
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UNITED STA.TES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Cart Teny, BWRVIP Chalmtan 
Niagara MQhaw1c Power Company 
Post OJilce Box 63 
Lycoming, NY 13093 

WA$HINGTONt D.C. 21l555-CJOQt 

April 28t 1999 

SUBJECT: SAFETY EVALUATION OF THE "'BWRVfP VESSEL ANO INTERNAL.$ 
PROJECT. "BWR VESSEL ANO INTERNALS PROJECT, BWR CORE PLATE 
INSPECTION ANO FLAW EVALUATION GUIDELINE (6WRVIP·25},"' EPRI 
REPORT 
TR-107284, DECEMBER 1995 (TACNO. M97802) 

Dear Mr. Terry, 

The NRC staff has completed its review of the Electric Power Resear:ch Institute (EPRl) 
propnetary report TR .. 107284, "BWR Vessel and fntemals Project, BWR Core Plate Inspection 
and Flaw Evaluation Guideline (BWRVfP'*25)," December 1996. This report was submitted by 
letter dated Oec~mber 27, 1996, and supplemented by a letter dated December 19. 1997, 
which was in response to the staff's request for additional tnformation, dated March 14, 1997. 

The BWRVIP-25 report provides generic guldefines intended to present the appropriate 
Inspection reC()mmendations to assure safety function lntegrily of the subjeet safety.related 
RPV intemal components. It also provides design infonnatlon on the core plate, geometries, 
weld locatlon.s, and potential failure locations for the several categories of bomng water 
reactors (BWR/2 through BWR/6). 

The NRC staff has revfewed the BWRvtP-25 report and finds, in the enclosed Safety 
Evaluation {SE). that the guidance of the BWRVIP·25 report ts acceptable for lnspection and 
flaw evaluation of the subject safety-related RPV rntemal components, except where the staffs 
conclusions differ from the BWRVIP's, as discussed In the eoctosed SE. The staff has 
concluded that ri.censee implementation of the guidelines In the BWRVIP-25 report wm provide 
an acceptable level of quarJty tor inspection and Haw evaluation. with modifications to address 
the staffs conclusions in the enclosed SE, of the safety·refated oomponents addressed. 

The staff requests that the BWRVIP review and resolve the Issues raised in the enclosed SE. 
and incorporate the staff's conclusions into the revised BWRVIP-25 report. Please Infonn the 
staff wi:thln 90 days of the date of this letter as to your proposed actions and schedule for such 
revisions. -
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Cari Terry 

Please contact C. E. (Gene) Carpenter, Jr., of my staff at (301} 415 .. 2169 if you have any 
further questions regarding thts subject. 

Enaosure: As stated 

cc: See next page 

Slncerely. 

~<2Jffi~·J~. 
~k R. Strosnider. Director 

DMsicn of Engineering 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regutation 
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Kari W. Singer. Executive Chair 
BWRVIP Assessment Task 

Tennessee Valley Authority 
FOBox2000 
Decaltur. Al 35602-2000 

Blll Eaton, Executive Chair 
Jnspection Committee 

Entergy Operations, Inc. 
PO Box 756, Waterloo Rd 
Port Gfbson, MS 39150-0756 

H. Lewis Sumner, Executive Chairman 
BWRVIP Mitigation Task 

Southam Nuclear Operating Co. 
MIS ;1N 8051, PO Box 1295 
40 Inverness Center Parkway 
Birmingham. AL 35201 

Harry P. Salmon, Executive Chairman 
BWRVIP Integration Task 

New Yori< Power Authority 
123 Main St •• MIS 11 D 
White Plains, NY 10001-3104 

George T. Jones, Executive Chair 
BWRVI? Repair Task 

Pennsylvanla Power & Light, Inc. 
M/SGENA61 
2N ~Street 
Allentown, PA 18101·1139 

Robert Carter, EPRI BWRVIP 
Assessment Manager 

EPRl NOE Center 
P. O. Box 217097 
moo w. T. Hams Blvd. 
Charlotte, NC 28221 

Greg Selby, EPRI BWRVIP 
Inspection Manager 

EPRI NOE Center 
P.O. Box217097 
1300 W. T. Harris Blvd. 
Charlotte, NC 28221 

Joe Hagan, BWRVI? Vice Chairman 
PEPCO Energy Co. 
MC62C-3 
965 Chesterbrook Blvd 
Wayne, PA 19807-5691 
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Steve Lewfs. Teetmfcal Chairman 
BWRVIP Assessment Task 

Entergy 
P.O. Box756 
Waterloo Road 
Port Gibson, MS 39150 

Carl Larsen, Technical ChaJrman 
BWRVIP Inspection Task 

Yankee Atomlo 
580 Main Street 
Bolton, MA 01740 

John Wilson, Technical Chairman 
BWRVlP Mitigation Task 

Cllnton Power Statton, MIC T·31C 
P.O.Box678 
Clinton, ll 61727 

Vaughn Wagoner, Technlcal Chairman 
BWRVIP Integration Task 

Caronna ?owar & Light Company 
One Hannover Square 9C1 
P.O. Box 1551 
Raleigh, NC 27612 

Bruce Iv'.cleod, TechnFca.1 ChaJrman 
BWRVIP Repair Task 

Southam Nuclear Operating Co. 
Post Office Box 1295 
40 !nvemess Center Parkway 
Birmfngham, AL 35201 

Warren Bilanfn, EPRI BWRVIP 
Integration Manager 

Raj Pathanfa, EPRI BWRVIP 
Mitigation Manager 

Ken Wolfe, EPRI BWRVIP 
Repair Manager 

Electric Power Research Institute 
P. 0. Box 10412 
3412 Hillview Ave. 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 

James P. Penetier, BWRVIP Liaison 
to EPRI Nuclear Power Council 
Nebraska PubCic Power District 
1200 Prospect Avenue 
PO Box98 
Brownvi!le, NE 68321-0098 



U.S. NUCLEA,R REGULATORY COMMl§StOfl,I 

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION SAFETYJ:VALUATION OF 

"BWRVIP VESSEL AND INTERNALS PROJ~C"'L SWR CORE PLATE INS_PECTION 

AND FLAW EVALUATION GUIDELINE {§WAV1P-25)t 

EPRl REPQ_RT TR-107284. DE:CEMSER 1996 

1.0 lNTROOUCTION 

1.1 Background 

By tetterdated December27, 1995, the Bolling WaterAeactcrVessel and Internals Prn~ect 
{BWRVIP') submitted th:a Secmc Power Research Instttute {EPRI) proprietary Reports TR-
107284, "BWA Vessel and lntema.Is Project. BWR Core Plate lnspectfon and Flaw Evaluation 
Guideline (BWRVIP-25)." December 1996. This repostv.ias supplemented by a letter dated 
December 19, 1 SJ7. which was in response to the staff's request for additf-0nal information 
(RAJ), dated March 14. 1997. 

The BWRVlP·25 report provides generic guidetines intended to present the appropriate 
inspection re-commendations to assure safety function integrity ·of the subject safety·related 
reactor p~essure vessel (RPV} intema.f components. It also provides design 1nfonnation on the 
core plate, geometries. weld locations. and po·tential failure locations for ttrn several categories 
of boiling water reactors (BWR/2 through BWR/6). 

12 Purpose 

The staff reviewed the BWRVlP-25 report to determine \Wiether its guidance will provide 
acceptable levels of quality for inspectton and fiaw evaluation of the su bJect safety-related 
RPV internal compcments. The review considered the consequences of component failures, 
potential degradation mechanisms and past servlce experience. and the abmty of the proposed 
inspections to detect degradation in a timely manner. 

1.3 Organization of thEs Report 

Because the BWRVIP&25 report is pmpnetruy. this SE was written so as not to repeal 
rnformation contained in the report. The staff does not discuss in any detail the provisions of 
the guidelines nor the parts of the guideJlnes it finds acceptable. A brief summary of the 
contents of the BWRVlP-25 report is given in Section 2 of this SE. v.rith a detailed evaluation in 
Section 3. The conclusions are summarized in Section 4. The presentation of the evaluation 
is structured accordtng to the organization of the BWAVIP-25 report. 

ENCLOSURE 
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2.0 SUMMARY OF BWRVip;.,25 REPORT 

The 6WIR:Vl?e25 report addresses the folfowing topics: 

• s:uscep1ibfility Faciors - The various ty{Pes of materia~ degradation mechanisms (e.g., 
fatigue, stress corrosion cracking, age embritUement) that could impact the core plate 
are dmractenzed. ~~terialsF stress~ and environmental f.a.ctors are described tn 
g·enerat ten'rnii fgllQwe\f by $p~ffic references to loc~zed regJom; refatwe to plant 
oipiamting experience fer pamcular meeharusms and components. 

• CO.mpongot Descriptio~ aJ1d furn::tioni - The vwious oore plate components am 
described in considerable detail by a series of mustmtions afong with brief descriptions 
o:f •Sam componenfs function and materfaJslwe!ding< cha.racieristfcs. DUfer.L)!lOOS 
among the various modelS of B~/As «B.WR12~ BWR~5, and BWRIS} are identified. 

• Potentim Fait\!@ Locat )OS ao_d=8afe:ty__Consegµ_egcas - Each of the cc re JJlate 
oomponen1s are addressed from the standpoint of inspection hf;storyr futull'e 
sl!Jsceptibmty to degradation~ and consequences of failures in terms of carrnponant 
functions and pent safety. Based in !these quaitab'Ve cons!deratiens, the BWRVIP .. 25 
r:epo:rt makes racommendlations as to· the need for inspedions f o:r each of' the lower 
p'.lenum oomponents~ 

• Background ~-d im!!§Ct1011_Histo_ri - Data on seNice related failures ot oomiu:anEmts 
are summruimd. TOO major sources. of such data am the various GE S!Ls and Raptd 
lnfmmation Communication Service lnfonnation letters (RJCSELS). 

• B.WRVle lmpectkm Q1:1•n~nnes - The guidelines recommend the 1!paelfle tooatw. 
NDE mdlods, and inspection frequencies fer examinations of core plate compooents. 

• Lag.m = This section defines the loading to be used in fraetum mechanics evaluations 
to address the effects of detected naws on structum1 integrity. and is oosed on the 
p~ant design and licensing basis. The various types of loads (e.g., pressures., seiSmio~ 
e-tc,) O·f concern are listed. 

3.0 STAFF liVALU:A TION 

With the exceptfon Of issues described be!ow, this rei\liew finds that the guidance provided Jn 
the subject report to be acceptable. 

ltem3. Inspection Strategy 

The BWIRVIP .. 25 report presents a conservatt~w representative structural analysis ot the core 
plate in crder to determine which core plate I ocatlons require Inspection to assure perlonnanee 
of com plate safety functions. The road magnitudes at various tocations ~n the co.ra plate were 
g~termi~eg thrQY9h fmit!11 element ana~ysis. 

Content Deleted - EPRI Proprietary Information 
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Content Deleted - EPRI Proprietary Information 

The BWRVIP-25 report presents a "baseline"' approach tor the flrst inspections performed. 
Acceptable alternatives to inspection to new BWRVJP requirements for the core plate are also 
presented for plants to consider, specificamy involving plant-specific analysis or repairs andfor 
modmca.tions. 

Content Deleted-EPRI Proprietary Information 

Item 3.1.8 Location 8-Aligner Pin Socket to Rim Welds 

Content Deleted - EPRI Proprietary Information 

Item 3.1.9 Location 9 - Core Prate Wedge Retainer 
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4.0 CONCLUSK>NS 

The s1aff has revlewed the BWRVf P-25 report and finds that the guidance cf the report ts 
acceptable for Inspection and flaw evaluation of the subject safety~re!ated core internal 
components, except where the staff's conclusions differ from the proposed! guldance. as 
discussed above. The staff requests that the BWRVIP review and resolve the issues ralsed 
above, and incorporate the staWs conclusions into revised BWRVIP-25 report. Please inform 
the staff in writrn g as to this resolution. 

5.0> REFERENCES 

1. Can Teny. BWRVI?, to USNRC, ilBWR Vessel and lntemars Project, Core Plate 
Inspection and Flaw Evaluation Guidelines (BWf !JIP .. 25)," EPAI Report TRa107284, 
December 1996, dated December 27, 1996. 

2. CsriTeny, BWRVIP. to USNRC, "'BWRVessel and Internals Project~ Top Gulde 
lnspectron and Flaw Evaluation Guidelines (BWRVIP .. 25),lt' EPA! Report TR-107285, 
December 1996, dated December 27. 1998. 

3+ C. E. Carpenter. USNRC, to Carl Terry, BWRVIP, m:Proplietaiy Request for Add'itfonal 
fnformation • Review of BWR Vessel and lntemals Project Reports, jBWR Core Plate 
lnspectkln and Raw Evaluation Guraennes (BWRVIP-25),' and "Top Guide tnspedion 
and Flaw Evaluation Guidelines (BWRVIP .. 26).• (TAC Nos. M97802 and M97803)," 
dated March 14, 1997. 

4. Vaughn Wagoner, BWRVIP, to USNRC, '"BWAVIP Response to NRC Request for 
Additional Information on BWAVIPm25 and BWRVIP .. 26," dated December 19., 1997 .. 

Principal Contributors: C. E. Carpenter 
K. A. Kavanagh 
J. R. Rajan · 
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Appendix F: BWRVIP Response to 
NRC Initial Safety Evaluation 
(99-403) 

BWRVIP Response to NRC Safety Evaluation ofBWRVIP-25, "Core Plate 
Inspection and Evaluation Guidelines" (SE Dated 4/28/99) 

Item 3 Inspection Strategy 

Content Deleted -
EPRI Proprietary Jn.formation 
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BWRVIP Response to Item 3 

Content Deleted -
EPRI Proprietary Information 

ltem3.1.8 Location 8-Aligner Pin Socket to Rim Welds 
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BWRVIP Response to Item 3.1.8 

The BWRVIP will provide a response to the staffs comment at a later date. 

Item 3.1.9 Location 9- Core Plate Wedge Retainer 

Content Deleted -
EPRI Proprietary Information 

BWRVIP Response to Item 3.1.9 
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Appendix G: NRC Final Safety Evaluation 
(99-524A) 
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99-524A 
UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
Wo\SliiNGTOM, D.C. ~ 

December 19, 1999 
'II a • '3' . , . 

Carl Terry, SWRVIP Chairman 
Niagara Mohawk Power Compan;· 
Post Office Box 63 
Lycoming, NY 13093 

SU8.JECT: FINAL SAFETY EVALUATION OF BWRVIP VESSEL AND INTERNALS 
PROJECT, "BWR VESSEL ANO INTERNALS PROJECT, BWR CORE PLATE 
INSPECTION ANO FLAW EVALUATION GUIDELINE (BWRVIP·25)," EPRI 
REPORT TR·107284, DECEMBER 1996 (TAC NO. M97802) 

Dear Mr. Terry: 

f 

The NRC staff has completed its review of the proposed revisions to proprietary report TR-
107284 "BWR Vessel and lntemals Project, BWR Core Plate lnspectfon and Flaw Evaluation 
Guidennes (BWRVIP-25); dated December 1996. This report was si.:bmitted by the Electric 
Power Research lnstiMe (EPRI) by letter dated December 27, 1996, and supplemented by a 
letter dated December 19, 1997, in response to lhe staff's t&1Uest for addltfonal information 
(RAI), dated March 14, 1997. The BWRVIP·~5 report provides generic guidelines intended to 
present the appropriate inspection recommendations to assure safety fU?lction integrity of the 
subject safety-related RPV internal components. It also provides design information on the 
core plate, geometries, weld locations, and potential failure locations for the several categories 
of boiling water reactors (BWRl2 through BWR/6). 

The NRC staff completed its initial review of the BWRV!P-25 report and transmitted a safety 
Evaluation {SE) with several open flems to you by letter dated April 28, 1999. By letter dated 
October 6, 1999, the BWRVIP responded to the opeo items in the staff's initial SE. The NRC 
staff has reviewed the proposed revisions to the BWRV!P-25 report and finds, in the enclosed 
ffnial SE, that the revised guidance of the BWRVIP-25 report is accep!abfe for inspection of the 
subject safety-related RPV internal components. This finding ls based on information submitted 
by the above cited letters. 

Regarding Issue 3.1.8, Location 8 • Allgner Pin Socket to Rim Welds, you stated in your 
October 6, 1999, response that ~(1]he BWRVIP wm provlde a response to the staffs comment at 
a later date." The staff understands from discussions wtlh the BWRVlP that an expanded 
technical basis for this assumption ls being dGveloped, and wil I be provided in the near future 
for staff review. Until such time as an adequate, expanded technical basis for not in$pecting is 
approved by the staff, licensees should continue to perform Inspections of the hold-down bolts, 
except for those plants that have Installed core plate wedges to structurally replace the lateral 
load resistance provided by the rim hotd-down bolts, in Which case no Inspections are required. 
Per the staffs cfiscussions with the SW RViP, the staff understands that the SW RVI P agrees to 
incorporate inspections of the hold-down bolts rnto a revised BWAVIP·25 report. This lssue wm 
be re-considered vmen the BWRVIP provides an expanded technical basis for the assumption 
In the BWRVIP-25 report 
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Gari Terry 

The staff has conduded that licensee implementation of the guiaclfnes in BWRVIP-25. as 
amended, wtJi :provide an acceptable level of qualtEy for examination of the safety~related 
components addressed in the BWRVfP-25 document. 

Please contact C. E. (Gene) Carpenter, Jr •• of my staff at (301) 415-2169, if you have any 
further questions regarding this subject. 

Sincerely, 

d;d.~= 
Olvlslon of Engineering 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regutation 

EncloSUTe: As stated 

co: See next page 
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cc: 

BIH Eaton, Executive Chair 
ln~ection Commftte-e 

Entergy Operations, Inc. 
PO Box 756, Waterloo Rd 
Port Gibson. MS 39150-0756 

H. Lewis Sumner, Executive Chairman 
BWAVdP Miligatfnn Task 

Southern Nuclear Operating Co. 
MIS BIN 8051 1 PO Box 1295 
40 Inverness Center Parkway 
Birmingham. AL 35201 

Harry P. Sa.1mon, Executive Chairman 
BWRVIP fntegratlo111 Task 

New York Power Authority 
123 Main St., MIS,, D 
White Paains, NY 10601·3104 

George T. Jones, Executive Cha:fr 
BWAVIP Repafr Task 

Pennsylvania Power & Light, Inc. 
MISGENA61 
2 N s~ Street 
AJlentown, PA 1'81101-1139 

Robert carter. EPRt BWRV!P 
Assessment Manager 

Greg Selby, EPRI BWRVIP 
lnspedfon Manager 

EPRI NOE Center 
P. 0. Box 217097 
1300W. T. Hams Blvd. 
Charlotte. NC 28221 

Jee Hagan. BWRVIP Vice Chairman 
PEPCO Energy co. 
MC62C-3 
965 Chestemrook Blvd 
Wayne, PA 19807·5691 

Steve Lewi:s, Tee:hnical Chairman 
BWRVIP Assessment Task 
Entergy 
P. 0. 8ox7S6 
Waterloo Road 
Port Gibson, MS 39150 
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can Larsen, Technical Chairman 
BWAVIP Inspection Task 

P.O. Box 157 
Vemon, VT 05354 

John Wilson, Technfcat Chairman 
BWAVIP MJtlgation Task 

Clinton Power Station, WC T .. 310 
P.O. Box579 
CUntont IL 61727 

VaugJm Wagoner, Technlcal Chairman 
BWRVf;p Integration Task 

Carolina Power & Light Company 
One Hannover Square 9C1 
P.O. Box 1551 
Ralelgh, NC 27612 

Brueo Mcleod,· Technlcal Chairman 
BWRVf P Repair Task 

Southern Nuclear Operating Co. 
Post Office Box 1295 
40 lnvemess Center Parkway 
BJrmfrtgham. AL 35201 

Tom Mulford, EPRI BWAVtP 
Integration Manager 

Raj Pathania, EPRl SWRVlP 
Millgat!on Manager 

Ken Weihl, EPR! BWRVlP 
Repair Manager 

Efeetrie Power Research f nstiMe 
P.O. Box 10412 
3412 Hillview Ave. 
Palo Ano. CA 94300 

James P. Pelletier, BWRVIP Liaison 
to EPA! Nuclear Power Counca 
Nebraska Publlc Power District 
1200 Prospect Avenue 
PO Box98 
Brownville, NE 6832N)098 



U.S. NUCLEAR fil:GULATOBY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACJ_QR REGULATlQN SAfe!Y E\!AlUATlQN OF 

.BWBYlP VESSEL AND INTERNakS eFlOJECT. BWA CORE Pl.ATE 

INSPECTION ANQ FLAW MLUATIO~ ~uro~Lll':-41;S tBWB'llll:;,,_.25)1 

EPRI REPORT IB·107284. DECEMBER 1-9!J6 

1.0 lNTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Byletterdated December 27. 1996, as supplemented by letter dated December 19. 1997, the 
Boiling Water Reactor Vessel and f ntemals Project (BWRVIP) submitted the Efeetric Power 
Research lnstitute (EPRI} proprietary report TR-107284, "BWR Vessel and Internals Project. 
BWR Core: Plate rnspectton end Flaw Evaluation GuideUnes (BWRVlP·25}," December 1996. 
for NRC staff review. The supp!amental information was in response to the staff's request for 
additiQnal information (RAI), dated March 14, 1997. The BWRVIP .. 25 report provides generic 
gukielines intended to present the appropriate inspection recommendations to assure safety 
function integrity of the subject safetyarelated reaclor pressure vessel (R?V) lntemal 
comp0nents" It also provides design information on the top guide, geometries. weld locations, 
and potential failure locatfon.s for the several categories of boiling water reactors (BWR/2 
through BWA/6). 

By letter dated April 28. 1999, the staff forwarded its rnitfal safety evaluation (SE) of the 
SWRVIP·25 repcrt to the SWRVIP. This SE had several open items, repeated below, and 
requested that the BWRVIP address these issues fn a timely manner. By fetter dated 
October '6, 1999, the BWRVIP responded to the open Items In the staffs, fnltfal SE+ 

1.2 Puroose 

The staff reviewed the BWRVIP~25 report, as supplemented, to determine whether Its revised 
guidance addressed the open items in the staff's initial SE, and if it will provide acceptable 
levels of quality for inspection and flaw evaluation ((&E) of the subjea safety-related reactor 
pressure vessel (RPV) internal components. The review considered the consequences of 
component failures, potential degradation mechanisms and past service experience, end the 
ability of the proposed inspections to detect degradation in a tim&y manner. 

1.3 OrgaojiaJion of this Report 

Because the BWRVJP-25 report, as revised, is proprietary. this SE V'r..iS written so as not to 
repeat proprietary information contained in the report or its revision. The staff does not discuss 
in any detan the provisions of lhe guidelines nor the partS of the guidelines it finds acceptable. 

A brief summary of the contents of the BWRVIPr25 report i's given in Section 2.0 of this SE, 
With a detailed evaluation rn Section 3.0. The conclusion is summarized rn Section 4.0. The 
presentation of this evaluation is structured according to the organization of the BWRV1P·25 
report. 

ENCLOSURE 
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2.0 SUMMARY OF BWRVIP-25 

The BWRVI P-25 report addresses the foUowing topics in the followlng order: 

o Susceptibility Eac19rs - The various types of materJal degradation mechanisms (e.g •• 
fatigue. stress corrosion cracking, age embritttement) that could rmpact the core plate are 
characterized. Materials. stress, and envircnmentaf factors are described in general 
. terms, foHQWed by specific references to locallzed regions relative to plant operating 
experience for particular mechanisms and components. 

o ·Component Description and Function -The various core ptate components are described 
Jn c6nstderable detail by a series of tllustrations along wlth brief descriptions of each 
component•s function and materials/welding characteristics. Differences among the 
various models of BWRs (BWR/2, BWR-3-5, and BWR/6) are identified. 

o Potential Failure bocations-anc.lSaf* Ce,nsgmmne.es - Each of the core plate 
components are addressed from 11te standpoint o1 inspection rns10ry, future susceptibility 
to degradation, and consequences of failures in terms of component funetfons and pf ant 
satety. Based on these qualitative conslderatiOhs, the BWRVlP·25 report makes 
recommendations as to the need for inspections for each of the lower plenum 
components. 

· o Background and Inspection Hlstorv- Data on service related failures of components are 
·summar!zed. The major sources of such data are ihe varJous GE Slls and Rapfd 
Information Communication Service lnforma1ion Letters (RICSJLs). 

o BWRVlP tnsQ!£1;jon Gtrldelin~ - The guidelines recommend the specific locations. NOE 
methods, and inspection frequen-cias for examinations of core plate components. 

o ~ - This section d~lnes 1he !oadlng to be used in fracture mechanics evaluations to 
address the effeets of detected flaws on structural integrity. and is based on the plant 
deslgn and licensing basis. The various tyJ)es of roads (e.g., pressures. selsmie, etc.) of 
concern are listed. 

3.0 NRC STAFF EVALUATION 

The staff's April 28, 1999, initial SE provided three open Items. The BWRVlP, in its letter of 
October 6, 1999, addressed these Items, which are discussed below. 

3.1 Inspection Strategy 

The staff's April 28, 1999. initial SE stated: 

The BWAVIP·25 report presents a conse1Va1ive representative structural anarysrs of the 
core plate in order to determine which core plate locations require inspection to assure 
performance of core plate safety functions. The load magnitudes at various locations in 
the core p!ate were determined through finite element analysis. The finite element model 
consists of the core prate; including stiffener beam. stabilizer beams and rim and, in some 
cases, wedges. The core plate evaluation was broken into several parts by investigating 
the following scenarios: 

2 
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EPRI Propti2tary liCEfl::.Bd Ma!8rial 

o stiffenerbeam.separation 
o rim hold-down bolts restrainmg the core pf ate 

o wedges restraining the core plate 

Content Deleted -
EPRI Proprietary Information 

The BWRVfP·25 report presents a imse!fne"' approach for thefust inspections performed. 
Acceptable alternatives to inspection to new BWRViP requirements for the core plate are 
a.1$0 presented for pfants to consider, specifically tnvoMng plaf!t .. speclfic analysis or 
repairs and/or modifications. Rofnspcction scope and frequency have not been 
determined, but will be devefoped later based on "baseline" Inspection results. 

The staff believes that an Initial baseline Inspection should be comprehensive1 and include 
afl componena that are practfcable to inspect, based on tooling available. Further, the 
staff believes that a re-inspection schedule and scope, based on the perfomiance and 
results oi 1ha Initial basenne Inspections. should be addressed. The staff requests that the 
BWRVIP address these tn a revision to the BWRVIP~25 report. 

BWRVIP's OctcberG. 1999, Respons.e: 

In developing inspection recommendations tor the core plate (and all olher intema\ 
components). the BWfWIP first evaluated whether the failure of a particul~r tocation (e.g., 
wald. bolted c:innectlon, etc.) could cause a degradation fn pf.ant safety. If the failure 
affects the ability of the plant to safely shut down, an inspection of that location is 
reqwred. If not. no inspeet1on is required. This strategy is adequate to ensure plant 
safety. Performing a basellne inspection of locations whtch. if 1alled, have no affect on 
pfant safety, 'WOufd require an unnecessary increase fn outage time in addition to the cost 
associated wilh developing and q~alifylng additional !nspootion tooling. Consequently, the 
BWRvtP doos not agree with the NRC suggestion that afl loca.1iona on the core plate be 
inspected in a comprehensive baseline inspection. 

Content Deleted 
EPRI Proprietary Information 

Staff's Evaluatlon: 

The staff finds that the BWAVIP's response adequately addressed this item. 

3 
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Issue 3.1.8 Location 8 .. Aligner Pin Socket to Rim WeJds 

. The staff's April 28. 1999. irUtfal SE stated: 

Content Deleted - EPRI Proprietary Information 

BWFMP's Oc!oter et 1999~ Rssponse: 

The BWRVIP wiU provide a re$1)cn8e to Che staff's comment at a rater date. 

Staffs Evaluation: 

The staff understands from discussions wfth the BWRVIP that an expanded lechnicat 
bas for this assumption fs being developed, and wm be provided In the near future for 
Slaff review. Based on this, until such time as an adequate. eicpanded teehnleal basis for 
~ lnspecdng is appro~ by tile stafft licensees ehmrld. continue to perform lnspootions 
of the hold-down bobi, except tot those pf.a.nu. that have Installed core plate wedges to 
structuraHy repfaee ihe fa~ral load resistance provkted by the rim hotdJ..down bolts, fn 
whl'ch case no inepecticme all'$ required. Per tho ~taff1a dlecu:a$len& wfth the BWAVIP~ the 
staff UTiders1am:ls that the-SWRVI P agrees to incorporate inspections of the holdedown 
bolts into a revised BWRVIP-25 report. This issue wm be re-considered when the 
BWRVIP provides an &J<Panded techn1cal ba$i5 for the assumption in the BWRVIP .. 25 
report. 

Item 3.1.9 Location 9 - Core Plate Wedge Retainer 

The staffts April 28, 1999, initial SE stated: 

The BWRVIP's technical basls for Its assumption that the BWRl6 core ptate wedge 
retainers "\t.nuld remain in approximately their deslgned location and would perform their 
intended function~· even If Che tack-weldedl bolts used to retain the keepers failedt should 
be expanded upon for accident and upset ccnditiOri&t where it Is assumed thal the wedges 
are .no long!!r restrained! by bolts. 

BWRVJP's Octoter 6. 1999, Response: 

Content Deleted-EPRI Proprietary Information 
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Staffs Evaluatlon: 

The staff finds that ttie BWRV!P's response adequately addressed this item. 

4.0 CONCLUSIONS 

The staff has completed its review of the BWRV!P-25 report, as revised, and finds that the 
license-e's implementation of the revlsed guidelines as discussed and modified above, will 
provfde an acceptable level of quality for examination of the safety.-related components 
addressed fn the B'WRVIP-25 document 

5.0· REFERENCES 

1. Carl Teny, BVl/RVIP, to USNRC, "BWA Vessel and lntemafs Project, Core Plate 
Inspection and Flaw Evafuation Guidelines (BWRVIP-25),,; EPRI Report TR-107284t 
December 1996, dated December 27. 1996. 

2. Carl Terry, BWRVIP. to USNRC. ''BWR Vessel and lnt·emals Projectt ifop Gulde 
[nspeciion and Flaw Evafuation Guidelines (BWRVIP-25),'" EPRI Repo<rt TfM 072951 

December 1996, dated December 27, 1996. 

3. C. E. Carpenter. USNRC, to Carl Terry, BWRVlP, !<Proprietary Request for Additional 
Information - Review of BWR Vessel and lntemals Project Reports, 'SWR Core Plate 
lnspecticm and Ffaw Evaluation GuPderrnes (BWRVIP·25)." and 7op Guioe Inspection and 
Flaw Evaluation Guidelmes (BWRVtP-26).' (TAC Nos. M97B02 and M97803)~" dated 
Marcil 14, 1997. 

4. Vaughn Wagener. BWRVIP. to USNRC, "-BWRVIP Response to NRC Request for 
Additional Information on: BWRVlP~26 and BWRVIP.-2G.!! dated December 19.1997. 

5. Jack Strosnider. USNRC, to earl Terry, BWRViP, "Safety Evaluation of 1he BWRVIP 
Vesset and lnlemaJs Project, 'BWR Vessel and rntemals ProJectt BWR Core Plate 
Inspection and Flaw Evaluation Guideline (BWRVIP-25),' EPRI Report TR .. 107284, 
December 1996 (TAC NO. M97802}," dated April 28, 1999 
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6. C'art Terry. BWRVIP, to USNRC. -SWRVlP Respoose to NRC Evaluation of SWRVlP-25: 
dated October 6. 1999. 

Principal Contributor: C. E. Carpenter 
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Appendix H: NRC Acceptance for 
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with License Renewal Rule 
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B WRVI P 6WR Vesset & :ntemail Projec1._ ______ 2001.QJ6 

January S, 2001 

TO: 

FROM: 

AH BWR.VIP Commiaee Membm AA,1~~1J 
Vaughn Wagoner/Tom Mulford 7.-, •• ~ • '~ 

SUBJ'ECI'; NRC AcccpWlce of BWRVIP·18 .. BWRVJP-25. BWRVJP-26 mtdBWRVJP..47 for 
Wmncmg m Licc:m= Renewal Applie&licms 

Enclosed is one copy cf each of tho following NRC Icuers and Safety Evaluations mu aa:cpt the 
idamified B:wRVIP repons for mcrmcing m license rencwmJ epplfcatiOl'IS! . 

1. "Ac:ccpmm:c for Rd'enmdng of BWR Vessel and lntcmalt Project, BWlt Core Spray 
lntemala lmpc:ction and Flaw Evaluation OuideUn.a (BWR VIP· 18) Report for Complimu:e 
with che Uccnse Renewal Rulo ( l OCfR Part 54)," letter from Christopher 1 Grimes (NRC) 
to Cirl Tcmy (BWR VIP Chainnan) dated December 7, 2000. . 

2. "Safety Evah11tion for Referencing of BWR Vessel an.di IntemaJs Project. BWR Core PJate 
Inspection and Flaw Evaluation Guidelines (BWRVIP-25) Repon for Compliance wilh rhc 
License Rel'lewal Ruic (lOCFR Part 54) and Appendix. B. BWR Core Plata Dcmomttltion cf 
Compliance wim the Technical Information Requircmcnis of the License Renewal Rule 
Cl OCFRS4.2l ). " letter ffQm Christopher I. Grimes (N'RC) to Carl Terry (BWRVIP Clminl\fin) 
dared December 7. 2000. 

3. -Acceptance for RefemlQng of BWR Vessel and Internals Projm. BWR Top Guide 
lnspection and flaw Evahmion Guidelines (BWRVJP .. 26) Report for Compliance With lhc 
License Renewal Ruic UOCFR. Pan 54}."" lctterfiom Cbtismpber l Grima (NRC) to 
Cad Tmy <BWRVIP Chl.innan) dated December 7. 2000. 

4. ..~for Referencing of Re'pon. BWR Vessel and Jntcmals Project. BWR Lower 
Plenum lnspeclion and Flaw Evaluation Guidelhtes (BWllVJP-47)t for Compliance wilh the: 
Ucense Renewal Rule (lOCFR Pan 54) (TAC NO. MA01970),'' tettcr from 
Christopher I. Orimes CNRC) to Carl Terry (BWRVIP Chainnan) dated Dccember7. 2000. 

We expect NRC approval of Mlditional BWRV1P reports for referencing in BWR license 
renewal appJications in the near future. 

If you have any questions on thi$ subject please coruact Tom Mulford at EPRI by teleptlon= at 
650.8552766 or by e~mait a unuJfo!d@cpri.com 
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UNtTED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMlSSION 

WASHlHGTOH. D.C. 2'aS$0001 

Mr. Cart Teny, BWRVIP Chairman 
Niagara Mohawk Power Company 
Post Office Sox 63 
Lycoming, NY 13093 

December 72 2000 

SUBJECT: SAFETY EVALUATION FOR REFERENCING OF BWR VESSEL AND 
INTERNALS PROJECT, BWR CORE PLATE INSPECTION AND FlAW 
EVALUATION GUlDEUNES {BWRVIP·25) REPORT FOR COMPLIANCE WITH 

-TRE LICENSE RENEWA( RULE (1 O CFR PART 54f AND APPENDIX B, BWR 
CORE PL.ATE DEMONSTRATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH THE TECHNICAL 
INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS OF me LICENSE RENEWAL RUL! 
{10 CFR 54.21) 

Dear Mr. Terry: 

By k!tter dated December 27, 1996, as supplemented and modified by letters dated 
December 19, 1997, and October 15, 1999, the Boitlng Water Reactor Vesset and tntemals 
Project (BWRVIP) submitted the Eledrie Pmwr Research lrnatitute (EPRI) prcprietary ~rt 
TR·1072S4, ·ewR Ve~sel and lntemals Project, BWR Core Plate Inspection snd Flaw 
Evaluation Guldelfnes (BWRVfP .. 25).~ Cecember 1996, for U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Ocmmfs1:1ion (NRC) staff revlew. In response to the staffs request for additional informmian 
(RAI). dated March 14, 1997, the BWRVIP provided supplemental information by letter dated 
December 19, 1997. The NRC staff Issued Its initial safety evaluation report (SER), with open 
items, by letter dat·ed April 28, 1999. The BWRVIP responded to thete open items by letter 
dated October 15, 1999, modifying the BWRVJP-25 report. The staff issued a final SER 
{FSER} by letter dated Cecemoer 19, 1999, which found the BWRVIP .. 25 report, as 
supplemented and modified, acceptable for the current operating period of BWRs. 

By letter dated July 17. 1997, the 6WRVIP submitted: ''Appendix B, BWR Core Plate 
Demonstration of CompUaoce with the Technical fntormatlon Requirements of the Ucense 
Renewal Rule (1 o CFR 54. 21) 1" for NRC staff review. The BWRVl P submitted a non
proprtetary ven;lon of the BWRVIP·25 report. TR .. 107284NP, on April 9, 1999. 

As documented In the attached llcense renewal {LR} SER. the NRC staff has completed its 
review of Appendbc B to the BWRVIP .. 25 roport. As discussed, the staff found the BWRVIP-25 
report to be acceptable for licensees participating in the BWRVIP to reference in a LR 
appllcatlon to tho extent specified and under the Umitations delineated In the LR SER. In order 
for licensees partlclpating in the BWRVIP to reference the report, they must commit to the 
accepted aging management programs defined therein, and complete the action items 
described in the LR SER. 
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By referencing the SWRVlP·25 repcn, as supplemented and modified, and meeting these 
limitations, an appficant wm provide suffici.ent information that the staff wBI be able to make a 
finding that there is reasonable assurance that the appHcant wm adequatefy manage the effects 
of agrng so that the intended fUnctions of the reactor vessel internal components covered by the 
scope of the report wlll be maintained consistent wi1h the current ticensfng basis durtng the 
period of 8}Ctended operation. 

The staff does not intend to repeat Its review of the matters described in the report and found 
acceptable in the LR SER When the repon appears as a reference fn LR ~licatians, except tc 
ensure that Che material presented applies to the specified plant. 

In acccrdance with the procedures established in NUREG-0390, '"Topical Report Revfew Status," 
the staff requests that SWRVIP publish the accepted version Of the BWR.VIP-25 report within 90 
days after receiving this letter. In addition, the published version shaU incorporate this fetter and 
the enclosed LR SER, as wen as the S1affs initial SER and FSER, between the titre page and 
theabs1ract. 

To identify the version of the report that was found accepted by the staff, the staff requests that 
the B\l\JRV1P incLUde "A. following the topical repcrt number (e.g., BVJ'RVIP-25-A). 

Project No. 704 

Enclosure: Final Safety Evaluation RefJOrt 

cc wlend: See next page 

Sincerely, 

CI&tt· :_~ 
Christopher t. Grimes, Branch Chief 
Ucense Renewal and Standardization Branch 
Division of Regulatory tmprovement Programs 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
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cc: 
Kari W. Singer, Executive Chafr 
BWRVIP As5essment Task 
TeM~ssee Valley Authority 
P08ox2000 
Decaltur, AL 35602 .. 2000 

Bill Eaton, Executive Chair 
lnspectfon Committee 
Entergy Operations, Inc. 
PO Box 756, Waterloo Rd 
Port Gibson, MS 3'9150..0756 

H, Lewis Sumner. Executive Chairman 
BWRVlP Mitigation Task 
Southem Nuclear Operating Co. 
MIS BIN 8051, PO &x 1295 
40 Inverness Center Partway 
Birmingham~ AL 35201 

Harry P. Salmon, Executille Chairman 
BWRVIP tntegmtion Task 
New York Powef AUthcrity -
123 Main St., MIS 11 D 
White Plains, NY 10601-3104 

George T. Jones, Executive Chair 
BVVRVllP Repair Task 
Pennsyft.ran.la Power & Light rnc. 
MISGENA61 
2 N 9"' Street 
Alientown, PA 18101-1139 

Robert Carter. EPRI SWRVIP 
Assessment Manager 
EPRl NOE Center 
p_ 0. Box 217097 
1300 w. T. Hams Blvd. 
Chartotte, NC 28221 

Greg Selby, EPRI BWRVIP 
Inspection Manager 
E?RI NOE Center 
P. o. acx 217097 
1300 w. T. Hams Blvd. 
Charlotte, NC 28221 

Joe Hagan, BWRVIP Vice Chairman 
PECO Energy Co. 
MC62C-3 
9£5 Chesterbrook Blvd 
Wayne, PA 19807·5591 
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Steve Lewis, Technical Chairman 
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Entergy 
P. 0. Box756 
Waterloo Road 
Port Gibson. MS 39150 

Carf Larsen. Technical Chairman 
BWRVIP Inspection Task 
Yankee Atomfe 
580 Main Street 
Bolten, MA 01740 

John Wrlson. TedmicaJ Chairman 
BWRV1P Mitigation Task 
Clinton Power Station. MIC T -31C 
P.O. Sox67S 
CITnton. IL 61727 

Vaughn Wagoner. Techriical Chalnnan 
BWRVIP lntegration Task 
Cirolina Power & Light Company 
One Hannover Squall! 9C1 
P.O. Sox 1551 
Raleigh. NC 27612 

Bruce Meleod, Technical Chairman 
BWRVIP RepairTask 
Southern Nuclear Operating Co. 
Post Office Box 12.95 
40 Inverness Center Parkway 
Birmingham, AL 35201 

Tom Mulford, EPRI BWRVIP 
Integration Manager 
Raj Pa1hania. E:PRI BWRVIP 
Mitigation Manager 
Ken Wolfe, EPRI BWRVIP 
Repair Manager . 
Electric Power Research fnstitute 
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3412 HrJMew Ave. 
Paro Alto, CA 94303 

James P. Pelletier, BWRVIP llaison 
to EPRt Nuclear Power Council 
Nebrarska Pubac Power DI.strict 
1200 Prospect Avenue 
PO Bex 90Srow:nviEle, NE 683210098 



FINAL UCEN§E BE~EW!L ~AfrngYALUATION REPORT 

By_1HE OFFlCE OF NUCLEAR BEAC!Qft BEGULeJQN 

.ma 
·awa.ve:ssa AND INTERNALS fROJECT.UBWB coee PLA!,E 

!N§el=QIION AND FLAW EVALUATION ay1g;uNES CBWBYIP-2§}"' 

FOR COMPLIANCE WITH ItJ§JJC§NSE RENEWAL RUlE (10 CFR PART 84} 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

By tetter dated December 27, 1996f as supplemented and modified by tetters dated 
December 19, 1997, and October 1 ~. 1999. the Bomng Water Reactor VesseJ and Internals 
Pnaject (SWRVIP) submitted the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) proprietary Report 
TR-107284, "BWR VesseJ and lntemms Project, BWR Care Plate lnspaction and Flaw 
Evaluation Guidelines (BWRVJP-25):' December 1996, for U.S. Nuclear Aegu!atary 
CommrssiDn (NRC) staff review. The BWRVJP .. 25 report provides generic guleellnes intended 
to present the &J'propnate i~etion recommendations to assure safety functicm timegrtty ot the 
swject satety-rejated reactor pressure vessel (RPV) intemal CC1mponenta. It also provides 
design information on the core plato, geometries, weld tocatfcns. and potential faituro loc:atiCns 
for the several categcries of bamng water reaeters (SWR/2 througtl BWRIS). The BWRVIP 
submitted a non-proprietary versian of the BWAVl? .. 25 report. TR-107284NP. on April 9, 1999. 

In response to the staWs request fer additional information (RAI), dated March 14, 1997, the 
SWRVIP provided supplemental information by latter dated December 19, -1997. The NRC 
staff Issued Its imtlal safety evaluation report (SER), with open items. by letter dated Apl'ill 28. 
1999• The BWRVIP responded to these open Hems by letter elated October 15~ 1999. 
maciifying the BWfMP .. 25 report · 

The staff issued a final SER (FSER) by fetter dated December 1 s. 1999. which found the· 
SWRVIP-25 repcrt, as supplemented and modified, acceptable for the current operating p!Jiod 
of BWFts. 

1.2 License Renewal Appendix 

By letter dated July 17. 1997, the BWRVIP submitted •Appendix B, BWR Core Plate 
Demonstration of Comp!iance with the Technical fnfcrmaticn Requirements of the License 
Renewal Rule (10 CFA 54.21)," for NRC staff review in aocomam:e with the License Renewal 
(LR) Rule (10 CFR Part S4). 

Section 54.21 of the LR Rule reqwres. in part, that each application for ticense renewal contain 
an integrated plant assessment (IPA) and an evaluation of time-limited aging analyses (TI.AA). 
The IPA must fdentify and list those Gtructures and compcnents subject to an aging 
managament review Bnd demonstrate that the effects of aging wilt be adequately managed so 
that their intended functions will be maintained consistent with the current ftcensing basis (CLB) 

A1TACHMENT 
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for the period of extended operation. Jn addition, 10 CFR 54.22 requiresthat each application 
rnctude any technical specification changes or additions necessary to manage the effects of 
aging during the period of extended operation as part of the renewal applfcation. 

If an LR applfcant partfcipatfng in the SWRV!P confirms that the BWRVl?·25 report applies to 
its facility and that the results of the Appendix B tPA and Tl.AA evaluation are in effect at tts 
ptant, then no further review by the NRC staff of the issues described In the documents is 
necessary. except as speciflcaUy identified by the staff belQw. With this exception. such an 
applicant may rely on the BWRVIP·25 repon for the demonstration required by SectiOn 
54.21(a)(3) with respect to 1he components and structures within the soope of the report. 
Under wdl circumstances. the NRC staff intends to rely on the evaluation in this LR SE to 
make the findings required by 1 o CFA 54.29 with respect to a particular application. 

1.2 Purpose._... 

The staff reviewed the BWAVIP·25 report and its Appendix B to determine whether its gufdanca 
will provide acceptabte levels of quality for inspection and flaw evafuation of the subject safety
related RPV internal components during the period of extended operation. The review aJso 
considered compliane:e with the LR Aule In order to allow applicants the option cf incorpcra.tfng 
the BWRVIP-25 guidelines by reference in a pfant-speclfic IPA and associated Tt.AAs. 

1.3 Organization of BWRVIP·25 Report 

Because the BWR'ViP-25 repo~ as supplemented and modified. is praprietary, thls SEA was 
written so as not to repeat information contained in the propriety portiOns of the report lbe 
staff does not discuss in any detafl the provisions of the guidelines nor the parts of the 
guidelines it finds a.cceptabl-e. A brief summary of the contents of the SWRVIP-25 report is 
given in Section 2.0 of this SEA. with the NAC staff's evaluation presented in Secttcn 3.0. The 
conclusions are summarized in Section 4.0. The presentation of 1he evaluation is stJuctured 
according to the organizatfon of the BWRVlP-25 report. 

2.0 SUMMARY OF BWRVIP-25 REPORT 

The SWRVI P-25 report and its Appendix B contain a generic evaluation of the management of 
the effects on aging on the subject safety-related RPV internal components so that their 
intended functions will be maintained consistent wi1h the CLB for the period of extended 
Ol)eration. This evaluation applies to BWR applicants who have committed to impementing the 
SWRVIP·25 report and want to incorporate the report and Appendix S by reference into a plant
s-pecttic f PA and associated TLAAs. 

The BWRVI p.25 report addresses the following topics: · - -

• S.usceptfbilily Factors - The various types of material degradation mechanisms (e.g., 
fatigue, stress corrosion cracking. age embrittlement) that could impact the core plate 8f& 
characterized. MaterieJs. stress, and environmental factors are described in generaS 
terms. folfowed by specific references to localized regions refative to plant operating 
experience for particular mechanisms and componenrs. 

2 
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• Compsment puenptfon and F1.metfgn - The various core plate componen1S are described 
in ccnsfderable deta.ll by a sertes of iltustratfons along with brief descriptions of each 
component's function and ma.terials/weiding characteristics. Differences among the 
various models of BWAs {BWR/2, BWR·3·5, and BWR/6) are identified. 

• PotentiQI Failure Locations and Safety Cgpseouences * Each of the core plate 
compooents is addressed from the staridpolnt of inspectlcm history. future susceptlbmty to 
degradation, and consequences of faitures In terms of component fUneticns and plant 
safety. eased on these qualitative considerations, the BWRVIP~25 report makes 
rl!'CQmmendations as to the need for Inspection of the core plate components. 

" 6§.e(<qroynd and ln~QDJ:!Jsto!lf ... Data on servic&-related fru1ures of components me 
summarized. Most pf ants Include, the examfnation of tile core plate under the ASME 
Code, Section XI, Examination Category B-N-2, "Integrally Welded Core Support 
Structures,"' which addresses the.Code examination requf rement:-for...."'aecessible swfaces'"' 
by the VT-3 visual examination method. WhUe the Code defines "accessible SUitace:s- as 
those areas "made accessrble for examfnatlon by removal of ,components during normal 
refueling outages/• during a typical refueling outage. the shuffling of fuel bundles does not 
a:Uow ac:cass to the core plate. With the' accessibility timttations. 1iew examinations imve 
actually been perfonned to date. and there is lfttie inspection history on the ccre plate 
components. However. no instances of cracking have been identified during dle Code 
inspections performed domestically. The major sources of data on cracking detected 
oUIGida the U.S. are the various General Electric (GE) Service Jnfommtion letters (Stls} 
and Rapid Information communication Slls (RICSll.s). It is expBd&d. as licensees 
implement the SWRVIP·25 lnspectk>n Guidelin~ that the inspection hlstmywm Increase. 

• BWRY!l'!.tospection Gulde.Hom; - The guidefines recommend tlle speQfie [ccatioos. NOE 
methods, and inspection fn.~:quencfes for examinations of core plate components. 

• 1ruYm - This section defines the loading to be used in fracture meGhanics evaluations to 
address the effects of detected flaws on structural integrity. and is based on the plant 
design and llcansfng basis. The various types of loads (e.g._ pressures. sef.smic. etc.) of 
concern are listed. 

Appendix B d!Scusses the following topics: 

2.1 tdlentifleation of Structures and Components Subject to an Aging Management Review 

101 CFR 54.21 (a}(1) requires that the tPA identify and list those structures and compooenm 
within the scope o1 Ocanse renewal that are subject to an aging management review (AMR). 
Structures and compcnents subject to an AMR wm encompass those structures and 
components that (1) perform an intended fonctlon, as descnbed in 1 o CFA 54.4, 1,whout 
moving parts or wittlout a change in the configuration or properties. and (2) are not subject to 
replacement based! on a qualified life or specified time period. These structures and 
components are also referred! to as "passilve" and "!ong·lived• structures and compone* 
respectively. 

3 
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In Section 2.0 of the 6WRV!P~25 report, the eWRVIP describes the intended function of the 
core plate assembly. The functions are to: (1) provide lateral support for the fuel bundles, 
control rod guide tubes. and in-core instrumentation during selsmlc events, and (2) provide 
vertical support for the peripheral fuel assemblles. 

In AppendiX B. the BWRVlP fdlenti:fied the passive and !c:mg·tived components as required by 
1 O CFR 54.21 (a}(1 ). The BWRVI P noted that the complete core plate assembly is subject to 
AMR. 

2.2. Effects ct Aging 

The BWRVIP identified the aging mechanisms and aglng effects for tho core plate using the 
guidance from NUMARC 90-02. '"SWA Reactor Pressure Vessel Ucensa Renewal Industry 

_Aepgrt,• Rev!sion...1, dated August 1992-.Ihe.BWAVIP alaa..usod.NUREG-1557, •summary of 
Technical Information and Agreements from Nuclear Management and Resources Council 
Industry Reports Addressing License Renewal, a dated October 1998, to correlate the aging 
effects and their associated aglng mechanisms. Using those reports, the SWRVIP determined 
that stress corrosion crack. Jnitiation and growth Is the only agfng effect that requires AMR fer 
the core plate assembty. 

fn Section 2.0 of the BWRVIP·25 report, the BWRVIP dmcussed the causes of crack initiation 
and growth and provided a susceptiblllty assessment. and also discussed the susceptibility 
factors of environment, materials, and stress state. The BWRV!P's l"t'llview of the degradation 
history Is presented in Section 3.0. The assessment detemllned that: 

1. AH lccatiOn.s on the core plate are subjected to an aggres.slve environment and wtthin a 
region of high electrochemical corrosion potential (ECP). 

2. Core plate materials at tocattons where a heat-affected zone (HAZ} or excessive eofd 
work exists may be susceptfble. 

3. The cracking history suggests that all core plate components. regardless of the grade of 
stainless steel material, are sooceptlble. 

4. Regions with the highest expected crack susceptibility are tho creviced locations. 
especially those crevfced regions subject to high weld re:sldual stresses. 

2.3 Aging Management Programs 

10 CFR 54.21{a)(3) requires that the appDcant demonstrate. for each camponent idenlified, that 
the effects of aging wiU ba adequately managett so that the intended f unctfon will be maintatned 
consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation. 

In Section 3.0 of the SWAVIP~25 report, the BWRVIP discussed the plant-specific inspection 
strategy (i.e., ptant~specific analysis and reinspection schedule) to be used for ensuring ttm.t 
cracks that might occur in the ccre plate are detected in a time!y manner. The inspection 
methods and fmplementation guidance address the: 
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• Core p~a.te locatfon (nm hold down bolts) that requfres lnspectron. 

• Extent of Inspection for each: location. 

• Analysts methods to determme the need for corrective action and establish a 
reinspeetlon schedule. 

The SWRVIP concluded that both tts inspection program and plant-specific c:onsideratlons will 
result in verification of the structural integrity. consistent with the CLB. for the subject safety.. 
related APV Internal components. · 

2.4 Timet·Umited Aging Analyses 

10 CFR 54,21 (1}(c) requires that ea.ch appHcatlon for license renewal contain an evaluation of 
Tl.Ms as defined tn 10 CAA 54.3, and that the applicant shall demonstrate that: 

OJ The analyses remain valk:I for the period of extended operation; 

(ii) The analyses have been projected to the end of the period of extended opena.tion: or 

(ill) The effects of aging on the intended function(s) wm be adequately manage(j for the 
period of extended Q.peration. 

The nAAs conslderecf in the SWRVJP-25rePort me those Ueensee calcuta.tions and analyses 
that: . 

(1) involve the core plate W1thfn the scope cf ncense renewal; 

(2) cons.lder the effects of aging: 

(3) involve time-limited assumptions defined by the current operating term; 

(4) were· determined to be relevant by the licensee in making a safety determination; 

(5} involve conclusions or provide the basis for condusions related to the capability of the 
core plate to perform Its intended function: and 

(6) are contained or incorporated by reference in the CLB. 

With respect tc the 6WRVtP~25 report, if a plant-specific analysis. as identified by an ap:pficanti 
meets all six of the above criteria, the anatysrs wm be considered a TL.AA for llcense renewal 
and needs to be evaluated by the applicant on a plant .. specffic basiS. 

The susceptrblllty of the rlm hold-down bolts to stress relaxation results in a potential TI.AA 
issue. The BWRV1P evaluated this issue under 10 CFR 54.21{c)(1)(ii) by projecting the 
analysis to the e·nd of the period of extended operation. The BWRVIP found a sfgnttfcant 
reduction in tt'te stress state during an extended 6~year period of operation; however. even In 
the most severe case, some tensile pre-toad remained. The stress relaxation is due to the 
close proximity of the rim hold·down bolts to the active fuel region resulting in Irradiation 
induced relaxation of the bolt stress over the fife of the plant 
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3.0 STAFF EVALUATION 

The staff reviewed the BWRVf P-25 report to determine if it demonstrated that the effects of 
aging on the reactor vessel components within the scope of the report vvm be adequately 
managed so that the components' intended functions wm be maintained consistent with the 
CLB for the period m extended operation. in aeootdance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). This is the 
last step in the lPA described in 10 CFR 54.21(a). 

Besides the IPA. Part 54 requires an evaluation of Tt.AAs rn acccreance 'Mth 10 CFR 54.2.1 (c). 
The staff reviewed the BWRVJP-25 report to determine ff the Tl.A.As covered by the repon were 
evaluated for license renewal in ac:coro:ance v.ilh 10 CFR 54.21 (c)(1). 

3.1 Structures and Components Subject to Aging Management Review 

The staff agrees that the core plate components are subject to AMR because they perlcnn 
intended functions Without. m(l.ving parts er without a change in the configuration or pmp1rties. 
Tue staff concludes that BWR applicants for license renewal must identify the Cl?Pmt:'riate 
subject safety.related RPV intemat compon:ents as subject to AMR ta, meet the applica.bfe 
requirements of 10 CFA 54.2.1(a)(1). 

3.2 Intended Functions 

The s1aff agrees that the intended! functions cf the core plate assembly am as stated.. The 
ft.lnQion is to J)rovide lateral support for the fuel bundles. control rod guide rubes. and in-care 
instrumentation during seismic events. and also to provide vertical support for the peripheral 
fuel assemblies. 

3.3 Effects of Aging 

The information necessary to demonstrate compfiance with the requirements of the ricense 
renewal rule. 1 o CFR 54..21, is provided in Appeodix B of the BWRVIP·25 report. The BWR 
Reactor Pressure Vessel Industry Report, NUMARC 90-02, Revision 1, dated August 1992, and 
the resolution to the NRC's questions on that fndustry report were used to identlfy the aging 
mechanisms fer me ccre prate. If the industry report concluded that the aging mechanism is 
stgniffca.nt then the aging mecharlism was included in the AMR. Usfng this methcdology. It was 
determined that crack i11itiaticn a.nd growth are the only aging effects that required AMR. 

3.4 Aging Management Programs 

The staff evaluated the BWRVIP~s aging management program (AMP) to detennlne if it 
contains the folfcwing 1 O ~f ements constitUting an adequate AMP for license renewal: 

(1} Scope of prggram: The program is focused on managing the effects of crack initiation 
and growth due to stress corrosion cracking (SCC). The program contains preventive 
measures to mitigate stress corrosion cracking; insetvice Inspection (ISi) to monitor the 
effects of sec on the intended function ot the compooents, and repair and/or 
repracement as needed to maintain the abiUty to pertorm the intended function. 
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(2) Preven.ffve Actions: Coolant water chemfstry is monitored and maintained in accordance 
with EPRJ guidelines. Maintaining high water purity reduces susceptibility to sec. For 
those piants using hydrogen water chemistry (HWC) or noble chemistry chemical 
adcfdion {NMCA), hydrogen additions are effective ln reducing electrochemical 
(corrosion) potentials in the recirculatlon pfping system, but are less effective in the core 
region. NMCA. through a catalytfc action, appears to Increase the effectiveness of 
hydrogen additions in the core region. 

(3) Parameter$ Monj!ored or tnSpecte~: The AMP monltors the effects of s.cc .on tile 
intended fundton by detection and sizing of cracks by lnservlce Inspection. Table 
IWS.2500 category S-N-2 specifies YisuaJ VT·3 examination of all accessible surfaces 
of the core support structure. Inspection and f !aw ewlootlon are performed in 
accordance with the 6WAVIP·26 guidelines, which specifies ultrasonic or visual 
examinations (EVT-1). as approved by1he NRC. 

(4) Det1et10o..atAglng Etmcm: Inspection in accordance w;th BWRVIP gmdel'ines aaures 
that degradation due to sec is detected before any '°5S of the intended function Of the 
core plate compon&ms. 

(S) Monttoring.@nd Trending: The inspection sehed1.1Je is in a<X:Ofdance With applit:abfe 
approved BWRVIP guiae!Ines and rs adequate for timely dlteetion of cmcf<s.. Scope of 
examlnation expanston and! re-inspection be)fOnd the werJne inspection me required if 
flaws are detected. 

(6) Aeee,gtancg Criteria: Any degradation is ewluated In accordance with ASME Code 
Section XI or other acceptable flaw evaluation criteria. :such as the apptfcabfe sUlff .. 
approved! BWRVIP-25 guidelines. 

(7) Correciiye Aeti On!h Repair and replacement procedures are equivalent to those 
requirements In the ASME: Code, Section Xt 

(8) & (9) Qpnfi001a1jon Process and Administrative Controls: Site QA procedures, review and 
approval processes and administrative controls are implemented in accordance with the 
requirements of Appendix B to 1 o CFR so. 

(10) O_perQting Experience: Cracking of the core plate Itself in General Electric BWRs has 
not been reported, but the creviced regions beneath the plate are difficult to inspect. 
NAO Information Notice (IN) 9S.17 dlscusses cracking in core pf ates of the U.S. and 
overseas BWAs. Related experience fn other campmients ts reviewed in NRC Generic 
letter (Gt) 94--03 and NUREG-1544. 

The staff's FSER of the BWRVIP·25 report for the c;urrent operating term was transmitted by 
latter dated December 19·, 1999. to Cart Terry, BWRVIP Chairman. In it. the staff concluded 
that the Inspection strategy and evaluation methodologies discussed in the BWAVlP·25 report. 
as supplemented and modified, will provide an acceptable level of quality for exammation cf the 
subject safety.related RPV internal components fer the current operating period of BWA& 
Further, based on the licensee's implementation of the BWRVlP·25 inspection pmgmm, as 
supplemented and modified, the staff fmds that there is reasonable assurance that crack 
initiation and growth will be adequately managed such that the intended functions of the subjed 
safely·re!ated RPV fntemal: components wiU be maintained consistent with the CLB for the· 
period of extended operation. 
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3.5 Time Limited Aging Analyses 

The susceptibility of the rim holcl-down bolts to stress relaxation results in a potential Time 
Umiling AnalyslS Aging (TLAA) issue. The rim hold-down bolt& connect the core plate to the 
core shroud. The BWAVIP evaluated this issue under 1 o CFR 54.21 (c)(1)(li) by projecting the 
analysis to the end of the perfod of extended operation. The stress r;;tate analyses, calculated 
for a 60-year plant life, indicated that all but two SWR/3s would undergo a five to 19 percent 
reduction fn s1ress (e.g., loss of preload). However, two BWRl3s with ccre plate bolts 
positioned closer to the active fuel would show a 54 to 74 percent stress reduction. The staff 
agrees that stress relaxation in the rim hold..ctown bolts is a TI.AA issue and must be identified 
and evaluated by individual appllcants considerfng license renewal. 

4.0 CONCLUSIONS 
·- -----.......... --.. ... -~-~-~~ - ... - -·- - -
The staff has reviewed the BWRVIP·25 report submitted by the BWAVI?. On the basis of its 
review, as set fcrth above, the staff eencludes that the BWRVIP.25 report provides an 
acceptable demonstratiOn that BWRVIP member utifities refe-rencing this topfcal report will 
adequately manage the aging effedS of reactor vessel compOnents within the scope of the 
report, with the exception of the noted renewal applicant action items set forth in Section 4.1 
below, so that there is reasonable assurance that the core plate ccmponents will pedcrm their 
intended functions in accordance with the Ct;.B-during·the period of extended cpe-mtion. 

Any BWRVIP member utflity may reference this report in a license renewat application (LAA) to 
. satisfy the requirements of (1) 10.CF.B 54.2.1(a)(3) for.demonstrating that the effects of aging 

on the reactor vessel components within the scape of this topical repon wlll be adequately 
managed, and {2) 10 CFA 54.21(c)(1). fer demon51rating the appropriate findings regarding 
evaluation of TLAAs fer 1he core plate for the period of extended operation. The staff also 
concludes that, upon completion cf 1he renewal applfcant action Items set forth in Section 4.1 
below, referencing thls topical report in an LAA and summarizmg fn an FSAR supplement the 
AMPs and the Tl.AA evaluations contained in this topical re~ will provide the staff with 
sufficient information to make the findings requlre(I by Sections 54.29(a){1) and (a){2) for 
components wlthln the scope of this topical report. 

4.1 Renewal Applicant Action Items 

The fellowing are lfeense renewal applicant acti.on items to be addressed in the plant·spec:iflc 
LRA when incorporating the BWFIVU:J·25 report fn a renewal application: 

(1) The license renewal appftca.nt ts to verify that its plant is bounded by the BWAVIP·25 
report. Further, the renewal applicant is to commit to programs described as necessary 

~ - -·-in the BWRVIP·25 repon to manage the-effects of aging·on the functionality of the core 
plate assembly during the period ct extended operation. AppUcants for llcense renewal 
wfll be responsfble for describing any such commitments and identifying how such 
commitments will be eontrorted. Any deviations from 1he AMPs within the BWRVIP-25 
report described as necessary to manage die effects of aging during the period of 
extended operation and to maintain the functionality of the reactor vessel components or 
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other information presented in the repon, such as materials of constructicn, wiU have to 
be identified by 1he renewal appUcant and evaluated on a plant·specffic basis in 
accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3) and (C)(1). 

(2) 1 o CFR 54.21(d) requires that an FSAR supplement for the facility contain a $URUl!l8fY 
description of the programs and actMt!es for managing the effects cf aging and the 
evaluation cf TlAAs for the pericd of extended operation. Those applicants far rrc:ensa 
renewal referencing !he BWAvtP-25 repon fer the ccre plato wi!J ensure that 1be 
programs and actMties specified as necessary In the BWRVIP·25 repon are summarily 
described In the FSAR supplement. 

(3) 10 CFR 5422 requires that each appl!catfon for license renewal Include any teclWcal 
specification changes (and the justification tor the changes) or additions necessary to 
manage the effects cf agJng during the period of extended opera11on as part of the 
renewal application. In its Appendbc B to the BWAVlP .. 25 report. the BWRVIP stated 
that there 8l'8 no generic changes or additions to technical speclflcaticns assaciatecl 
with the core plate as a result of ft5 AMR and that the applicant wm pl'O\lide tba 
Justification for plant·spedflc changes or adaltlons. Those applicants fer license renewal 
referencing the BWRVlP-25 report for the core plate will ensure dVd the inspectian 
slmtegy described fn the BWAVlP·25 report doe$ not conflict with or result in any 
changes to their technfcai speciffcations (TS). If TS changes do result. then the 
applicant must ensure that the>se changes are Included In its application for ffcensa 
renewal. 

(4) Due to suticeptibmty of the run hokf.down bolts to stress raluaticn, app!icanis 
referencing the BWRVIP-25 report for license renew!J sl'IOu~ identify and evaluate the 
projected stress relaxation as a potential TtAA iuUe. 

(5) Until SUCh time as an expanded technic:aJ ba$i$ for not inspecting tl1e rim hold-clown 
bofts iS approved by the staff. applicants referencing the BWAV1P·25 report fof license 
renewal should continue to pencnn inspections of the rim hcld-dcwn bolts. 
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Appendix I: 

Abstract 

Evaluation to Justify Core 
Plate Bolt Inspection 
Elimination 

This report documents a comprehensive evaluation providing justification for the 
elimination of periodic core plate bolt inspections for many boiling water reactors. 
The evaluation presented here covers 26 Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) divided 
into six subsets of BWRs without core plate wedges. Utilities that meet the 
applicability requirements in this evaluation may use it to show that inspections of 
core plate bolts are no longer required. Specifically, the support for IGSCC 
resistance is based on material data and fabrication methods. Positive field 
experience is based on Type 304 stainless steel bolting used in BWR internal 
components. The comprehensive evaluation of the bolts needed for core plate 
restraint provides a margin assessment. It is based on a series of detailed Finite 
Element Analyses (FEA) for the different plant subsets. The models incorporate 
plasticity and compare stresses in the bolts, aligner pins, and aligner block welds 
to the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code ("ASME Code") allowable limits. 
In addition, the analyses were characterized to ensure that core plate horizontal 
displacements that could inhibit control rod insertion did not occur. The analyses 
establish that there is significant structural margin that does not depend on bolt 
inspections. To conclude, inspections of core plate bolts for the plants meeting the 
applicability requirements described in this report are no longer required because 
of the intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) resistance of the bolts, 
excellent field experience, and a margin assessment on the number of bolts 
required to meet allowable limits. 
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Nomenclature 

Abbreviation 
OF 

AN SYS 

AP 

ASME 

B&PVC 

BAF 

BWR 

BWRVIP 

CMTR 

CRD 

DOF 

DW 

E 

ET 

EPRI 

Eq 

EVT-1 

F 

FEA 

FL 

FSAR 

GE 

GEH 

GENE 

HAZ 
HWC 

ICGT 

Description 

Degrees Fahrenheit 

Structural mechanics software manufacturer for 
finite element analysis 

Annulus Pressurization load 

American Society of Mechanical Engineers 

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code 

Bottom of Active Fuel 

Boiling Water Reactor 

Boiling Water Reactor Vessel and Internals Project 

Certified Material Test Report 

Control Rod Drive 

Degrees of Freedom 

Deadweight (dry mass only) 

Elastic modulus 

Tangent modulus 

Electric Power Research Institute 

Equation 

Enhanced Visual T echnique-1 (a type of inspection 
technique with specified resolution) 

A time-dependent varying force on the subscripted 
comoonent 
Finite Element Analysis 

Fuel Lift 

Final Safety Analysis Report 

General Electric 

GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy 

Document classification for GE (General Electric 
Nuclear Energy) 

Heat Affected Zone 

Hydrogen Water Chemistry 

In-Core Guide Tube 
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IGSCC 

kips 

ksi 

LOCA 

MeV 

n/cm2 

NMCA 

NRC 

OLNC 

Pb 

Pm 

RAMA 

RICSIL 

RPV 

RSS 

Sm 

Su 

Sy 

sec 
SIL 

SRV 

SS 

SSE 

E 

v 

p 

8P 

lntergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking 

Kilo-pounds-force (a unit equaling 1 ,000 
nounds-forcel 
Kilo-pounds-force-per-square-inch (a unit 
equaling 1,000 pounds-force per square-

Loss of Coolant Accident 

Million-electron-volts 

Neutrons-per-square-centimeter 

Noble Metal Chemical Application 

United States Nuclear Regulatory 

On-line NobleChem TM 

Primary bending stress intensity 

Primary membrane stress intensity 

Radiation Analysis Modeling Application 

Rapid Information Communication Services 
Information Letter 

Reactor Pressure Vessel 

Root Sum of Squares 

Design stress intensity 

Ultimate stress 

Yield stress 

Stress Corrosion Cracking 

Services Information Letter 

Safety Relief Valve 

Stainless Steel 

Safe Shutdown Earthquake 

Ultimate Elongation 

Poisson's Ratio 

Density 

Differential pressure 
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Section 1 : Background 

Intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) has been observed in a number 
of internal components in boiling water reactors (BWRs). Concerns related to 
core plate subcomponent cracking began in 1994. This report provides a 
methodology that utilities can use to ensure safe and reliable performance of the 
core plate bolts. It also serves as an aging management tool that can be used in 
license renewal applications. This report justifies the elimination of core plate 
bolt3 inspections for the plants that meet the applicability requirements of Section 
9.7. 

1 .1 Core Plate Cracking Concerns 

The first Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) internal component finding occurred at 
Wiiergassen (a BWR in Germany) in September 1994 after 13 years of 
operation. Cracking in both the top guide and core plate were detected using 
visual inspection methods; this is discussed in Rapid Information 
Communication Services Information Letter RICSIL-071 [1]. The component 
designs were similar to the component designs employed in other BWRs. It 
should be noted, however, that the Wiiergassen material was Type 347 stainless 
steel (SS) and was subjected to a potentially sensitizing stress reliefheat 
treatment during fabrication. Welded 347 SS has a susceptibility to IGSCC that 
is equivalent to 304L SS when not sensitized, and equivalent to high carbon 304 
SS when sensitized [2]. 

In February 1995, GE issued Services Information Letter SIL 588 Revision 0 [2] 
to provide an update on the top guide and core plate cracking condition identified 
in RICSIL-071. It included an assessment of the significance of the findings and 
it provided recommended actions for owners of GE BWRs. The 
recommendation related to the core plate assembly was to inspect the core plate 
bolts to ensure they are in place during the next refueling outage. 

Subsequently, SIL 588 Revision 1 [2], dated May 18, 1995, provided an update 
and clarification of SIL 588 Revision 0 based on feedback from BWR owners 
who implemented the original recommendations provided in the SIL. The 
updated recommendations were as follows: for plants with core plate wedges and 
for BWR/6s, no core plate inspection was recommended; for BWRs without 
core plate wedges, visually (VT-3) inspect the core plate bolts to ensure that their 
locking devices are in place. A sampling inspection was considered adequate, and 
the inspection could be performed over the next two refueling outages. 
Examining the bolts that become available for inspection during normal refueling 
activities was considered an adequate sampling. 

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Boiling Water Reactor Vessel and 
Internals Project (BWRVIP) made development of a core plate inspection and 

3 Technically the "bolts" are "studs" with a nut on either end. Also, the "core plate" is technically 
the "core support." Nevertheless, these terms are used interchangeably in this report. 
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evaluation guideline a high priority in 1996. BWRVIP- 06 Revision 1-A [3] 
"Safety Assessment of BWR Reactor Internals" established that the integrity of 
the core plate safety functions is important in ensuring the ability for safe 
shutdown of the reactor. This assessment mentions that there is margin in the 
number of intact bolts required to prevent lateral displacement of the core plate 
during a seismic event and that the possibility of multiple bolt failures and the 
occurrence of a seismic event is not considered credible. The BWRVIP 
elaborated on these findings in Section 2. 

Cracking of another core plate subcomponent was next detected at Edwin I. 
Hatch Unit 1 after 15 online years of operation. The defect was in a creviced 
location-a locating-pin-to-core-plate weld heat affected zone (HAZ). 

In December 1996, EPRI issued Revision 0 of this report. It postulated that 
similar cracking may occur in GE BWRs with 304 or 304L stainless steel RPV 
internals. Along with the inspection and flaw evaluation guidelines, the 
document provided information on potential failure locations in the BWR/2 
through BWR/6 core plate assemblies and a discussion of susceptibility 
considerations. It stated that all core plate locations may be subject to cracking. 
The analysis performed in support of Revision 0 of this report concluded that the 
core plate bolts are the only core plate components which needed to be addressed 
with a plant-specific inspection strategy. Two solution options presented in 
Revision 0 of this report were either to inspect the core plate bolts (to ensure an 
adequate number are intact to prevent horizontal displacement of the core plate) 
or to install core plate wedges. Revision 0 of this report also stated that a plant
specific analysis or a repair/modification as an alternative to inspection is 
acceptable. 

1 .2 Inspection Difficulties 

The key element in the performance of core plate exams is accessibility. The 
ASME Code examination requirement specifies "accessible surfaces." The ASME 
Code attempts to clarify "accessible" as those areas "made accessible for 
examination by removal of components during normal refueling outages." During 
a typical refueling outage, the shuffling of fuel bundles does not allow access to 
the core plate. For this reason, most plants consider core plate subcomponents 
inaccessible for examination. Some reactor maintenance activities, like control rod 
blade change-out, require the complete disassembly of a fuel cell. This 
disassembly requires the removal of all four fuel bundles and the fuel support 
casting. This disassembly permits access to some areas of the core plate for 
inspection, but disassembly of peripheral fuel cells would be required to access the 
core plate bolts for examination. With the accessibility limitations, BWRVIP 
noted in 1996 that few examinations had actually been performed, and there is 
little inspection history on the core plate components. However, no instances of 
core plate bolt cracking have been identified to date during these ASME Code 
inspections. 

Section 1 (Page 1-1) stated "the susceptibility trends may, as further inspection 
data accumulates, provide a basis to revise the recommended reinspection 
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frequencies." Section3.2.2.2(Page 3-5) it also stated "good inspection results 
combined with the good operating experience ofBWR bolts and the degree of 
redundancy of the core plate bolts may justify elimination of any reinspection." 
The evaluation documented here provides justification for the elimination of 
inspection of the core plate bolts if the plant meets the applicability requirements 
of Section 9.7. 
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Section 2: Scope 

2.1 Introduction 

The objective of this study is to justify that it is safe to eliminate the current 
requirement in Section 3.2 of this report to inspect core plate bolts. This objective 
is achieved in three main parts: 
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2.1.1 Determination of Plant Core Plate Bolt Categories 
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2. 1.2 Review of Core Plate Bolt Material and Fabrication Design Data 
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2.1.3 IGSCC Susceptibility Evaluation 
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2. 1.4 Develop Methodology for Determination of Core Plate Bolt Stress 
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2. 1.5 Core Plate Bolt Mechanical Analysis 

Six structural finite element analyses were conducted. 
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Section 3: Plant Configuration Summary 

The following table provides information regarding plant configuration for the 
plants without wedges that were analyzed in this report. 
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Table 3-7 
Plants without Wedges (Analyzed/ 
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Table 3-1 (continued) 
Plants without Wedges (Analyzed) 
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Section 4: IGSCC Resistance 

4. 1 Introduction 

Three concurrent factors are required for IGSCC: susceptible material, applied 
stress, and an aggressive environment. 
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4.2 Stress Corrosion Resistance of Core Plate Bolts 

The history of non-welded Type 304 stainless steel material in the solution 
annealed condition has been excellent with no reported incidences of cracking, 
substantiating its high resistance to IGSCC initiation in BWR applications. 
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4.3 Residual Effects of Bolt Thread Manufacturing Processes 
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Figure 4-1 
Relationship of Hardness to SCC Susceptibility [7] 
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Figure4-2 
The Relationship of Austenitic Stainless Steel Mechanical Properties to Hardness [BJ 
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Figure 4-3 
Example of the Predicted Plastic Strain as a Function of Depth in the Vicinity of a 
Stainless Steel Thread Radius 
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4.4 Aligner Pins 
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Section 5: Field Experience 
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Section 6: Stress Relaxation Evaluation 

In this analysis, three factors resist horiwntal motion of the core plate: friction 
between the core plate rim and shroud ledge, aligner pin assemblies, and the core 
plate bolts themselves. Frictional resistance is the main factor to resist horizontal 
motion when all bolts are intact and preloaded. The available frictional resistance 
will be reduced if the preload is lower or if the bolts are assumed to be cracked 
(removed from the finite element model for margin analysis purposes). Because 
friction is the key contributor to resisting horizontal motion, accounting for stress 
relaxation in the bolts must be included in the evaluation. This section discusses 
the mechanisms of stress relaxation and the corresponding reduction in bolt 
preload. 
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Table 6-1 
Summary of Relaxation Amounts 
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6. 1 Thermal Loosening 
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6.2 Primary Thermal Creep 

Once at operating temperature, the pre-loaded stainless steel bolts will also 
undergo small amounts of permanent deformation due to stage I creep. This 
creep, which is material and temperature-dependent, is known to occur in Type 
304 stainless steel, even though the stress is below the yield strength of the 
material. 
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6.3 Stress Relaxation Due to Fluence 

High-energy radiation produces a number of simultaneous effects in materials, 
primarily originating with the displacement of atoms from their original lattice 
position to relatively distant locations, usually as an interstitial. The interstitial 
atoms and the associated vacancies group into interstitial and vacancy clusters 
(hardening), migrate to grain boundaries, and relax constant displacement stresses 
due to the resulting interaction with dislocations [13]. 

This irradiation causes the preload in the bolts to reduce over time. Because 
fluence is dependent on the distance from the active fuel and because of the 
length of the bolt, radiation -induced relaxation will vary along the length of the 
bolt. Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2 provide a generic visual representation ofBWR/4 
core plate bolts. 
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Over the plant lifetime the bolts are irradiated, causing a decrease in clamping 
force between the core plate and shroud flange. The amount of bolt stress 
relaxation in the material is directly related to the amount of irradiation (fluence) 
along the length of the bolt. 
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Table 6-2 
Core Plate Relaxation Predictions after Thermal Creep and Irradiation Relaxation 
Due to Fluence 
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Figure 6-1 
Top View of Core Plate Bolts 
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Figure 6-2 
Bottom View of Core Plate Bolts 
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Figure 6-3 
Fluence at Varying Core Plate Bolt Locations 
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Figure 6-4 
Predicted Relaxation of Irradiated Austenilic Steels versus Existing Stainless Steel 
Relaxation Data [16-20] 
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Figure 6-5 
Relaxation Predictions versus Core Plate Bolt Elevation 
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Section 7: Structural Analysis Methodology 

This section describes the structural analysis methodology used to obtain margin 
on the number of bolts required to meet allowable core plate horizontal 
displacement limits and stress limits. 
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7.1 Choice of Categories 

7.1.1Category1 Plants: 34 Inboard Bolts, Vertical Aligner Pins 
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7. 1.2 Category 2 Plant: Laguna Verde 
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7.1.3 Category3 Plant: Duane Arnold 
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7.1.4 Category4 Plant: Vermont Yankee 
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7.1.5 Category 5 Plant: Monticello 
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7. I. 6 Category 6 Plants: 72 Outboard Bolts, Horizontal Aligner Pins 
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7.2 Failure Mechanisms and Displacement Limit 
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Section 8: Structural Analysis 

8.1 Structural Design Features 

8.1.1 Components 
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Figure 8-1 
Components of a Generic Core Plate Assembly 

8. 1.2 Bolt and Aligner Pin Configurations 
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Figure 8-2 
Category 1-5 Core Plate Bolt and Vertical Aligner Pin Configuration (Generic} 
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figure 8-3 
Category 6 Core Plate Bolt and Horizontal Aligner Pin Configuration (Generic} 

8.2 Material Properties 
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Table 8-1 
Type 304 Stainless Steel Material Properties Used in Finite Element Model fat 
550°F} 
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8.2. 1 Plasticity 
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8.3 Structural Acceptance Criteria 
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Table 8-2 
ASME Code Allowable Limits [23] 
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8.4 Loads and Load Combinations 
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Table 8-3 
Loads Requiring Bounding Verification 
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8.4. 7 Horizontal Combined Loads 
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· (necessitating addition of absolute values) and the small contribution of the guide 
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8.4.2 Vertical Combined Loads 
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8.4. 3 Core Plate Pressure Differential 
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8.4.4 Deadweight Loads 
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8.4.5 Peripheral Fuel Weight and Core Plate Buoyancy 
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8.6 Elements and Mesh 
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Table 8-4 
Finite Element Types 
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Figure 8-4 
Example Finite Element Mesh 

8.7 Boundary Conditions 
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Figure 8-5 
Example Friction Boundary Conditions (24 of 34 bolts 

8.7.2 Bolts 
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8.7. 3 Vertical Aligner Pins: Categories 1-5 
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Figure 8-6 
Example Vertical Aligner Pin Boundary Conditions (24 of 34 bolts) 

8.7.4 Horizontal Aligner Pins: Category 6 
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center of the RPV, that aligner pin would not resist load, as it would simply 
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Figure 8-7 
Example Horizontal Aligner Pin Boundary Conditions (52 of 72 bolts} 

8.8 Finite Element Analysis 
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bolts are removed (except for the first run) and a preload is applied. 
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8. 8. I Preload Application Verification 
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figure 8-8 
Example Preload Application (24 of 34 bolts} 

8. 8.2 Load Application 
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Bolt preload is also included. 
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8. 8. 3 Worst Bolt 
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figure 8-9 
Example Horizontal Displacement Plot (24 of 34 bolts 
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Section 9: Analysis Results 
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Table 9-1 
Category 1 Results (Not Including Fuel Lift} 
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Figure 9-1 
Category 1 Results (Not Including Fuel Lift} 
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Table 9-2 
Category I Results (Including Fuel Lift) 
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Figure 9-2 
Category I Results (Including Fuel Lift) 

9.2 Category 2 
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Table 9-3 
Category 2 Results (Not Including Fuel Lift) 
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Figure 9-3 
Category 2 Results (Not Including Fuel Lift) 
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---------- ---------------------------------------. 

Table 9-4. 
Category 2 Results (Including Fuel Lift) 
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Figure 9-4 
Category 2 Results (Including Fuel Lift) 

9.3 Category 3 
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Table 9-5 
Category 3 Results 

figure 9-5 
Category 3 Results 

9 .4 Category 4 
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Table 9-6 
Category 4 Results 

Figure 9-6 
Category 4 Results 

9 .5 Category 5 
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Table 9-7 
Category 5 Results 

Figure 9-7 
Category 5 Results. 

9.6 Category 6 
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Table 9-8 
Category 6 Results 

figure 9-8 
Category 6 Results 
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9 .7 Application of Analysis Results 
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figure 9-9 
Applicab'1ity Flow Chart 
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Section 1 0: Conclusions 

This report documents a comprehensive evaluation providing justification for the 
elimination of core plate bolt inspections for plants meeting the applicability 
requirements of Section 9.7. This evaluation covers 26 BWRs that do not have 
core plate wedges installed and is valid for a 60-year life. The evaluation 
addressed the IGSCC susceptibility of the core plate bolts, the loss of preload due 
to heat-up to operating temperature, thermal creep, and irradiation. A margin 
assessment was performed to show the number of bolts required for various load 
levels such that the horizontal displacement was maintained below an acceptable 
level and ASME Code allowable stress limits were met. 

The evaluation concludes that cracking due to IGSCC in the core plate bolts is 
very unlikely. This is supported by an assessment of the material type, fabrication 
and machining processes and controls. Most plants are mitigated by HWC and 
NMCA too, although this is not a requirement for use of this evaluation. 
Furthermore, field experience has shown no failures of Type 304 stainless steel 
bolts in BWRs to date. 

In addition to the reasons above, the results of structural analyses demonstrate 
that the 26 plants need only a portion of the installed core plate bolts to ensure 
that the allowable displacement and stress limits are not exceeded. This is based 
on meeting the ASME Code allowable limits for the Service Level D (Faulted) 
condition and allowable limits established by GEH for maximum core plate 
horizontal displacement for control rod insertion. The exact amount of margin is 
plant-specific. Regardless, there is sufficient margin under expected loading 
conditions for all plants herein such that inspections of core plate bolts are not 
required. Utilities must confirm that they meet the application criteria described 
in this report to show that inspections of their core plate bolts are no longer 
required. 

If a plant meets the requirements in Appendix I and the plant can demonstrate 
the acceptability of at least one (1) missing bolt, then sufficient justification 
(considering the other conservatisms in the analysis) exists for the elimination of 
core plate bolt inspections. 
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Appendix J: Record of Revisions 
(BWRVIP-25, Rev. 1) 

NOTE: The revisions described in this appendix were incorporated into BWRVIP-25, Rev. 1 (EPRI Report 
TR-107284). Changes due to the revisions are NOT marked with margins bars in the current version of the 
report (BWRVIP-25, Revision 1). 
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M97803t~ March 74/ 7997. (Correspondence Number 97-268A/58B). 
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Inspection and Flaw Evaluation Guideline (BWRVIP-25), // EPRI Report TR-107284/ 
December 7996/~ July 77, 7997. (Correspondence Number 97-634). 
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6. B WRVIP Response to NRC Safety Evaluation of B WRVIP-2~ October 6/ 7 999. 
(Correspondence Number 99-403). 

7. Final Safety Evaluation/ December 7 ~ 7 999 (Correspondence Number 99-524A). 
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Referencing in License Renewal Applications/ January~ 200 7 (Correspondence 
Number 200 7-006). 
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Appendix B, License Renewal is revised to denote the previously existing content as 
historical and to document the results of a BWRVIP evaluation of the impact of Revision 1 
to BWRVIP-25 on the conclusions reached in the Appendix. 

Details of the revisions can be found in Table J-1. 
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Table)-! 
Details of Revisions 

Required Revision 

Convert Revision 0 of this l&E guideline to be consistent with the latest 
EPRI standard format 

Implementation guideline 

Clarification of core plate bolt's environment 

Update on core plate bolt stress relaxation 

Summary of inspection history for BWR fleet 

Clarification of inspection requirement 

Clarification of UT and VT inspections 

Application criteria for eliminating inspection of core plate bolts 

Core plate displacement limit and SC 11-05 

Include load descriptions of various faulted loads that are not 
applicable for this l&E guideline 

Source of Requirement for 
Revision 

EPRI report template 

NEI 03-08 

BWRVIP-62 Rev. l 

Reference 25 

Reference 26 

Implementation experience since 
publication of BWRVIP-25, Rev.O 

Implementation experience since 
publication of BWRVIP-25, Rev.O 

Appendix I 

References 27 and 28 

References 5, 6, 20 through 24 

Clarification of typical reactor internal loads and applicability for core T 
I By load definitions 

plate 

Correct definition of fluid drag load to be llP load 

Clarify AP load and LOCA load 

New section for fuel lift load and clarification of applicability of 
dynamic fuel lift load for Mark I, II and Ill plants 

New section for appl icability of LOCA loads and clarification of 
applicability of AP dynamic load and LOCA loads for Mark I, II and Ill 
plants 

By load definitions 

Reference 6 

Reference 1 9 

Reference 9 and Plants' FSARs 
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Description of Revision Implementation 

Revision 1 of this l&E guideline 

Section 1.3 added 

Section 2.1.1 revised 

Third paragraph of Section 2 .1.3 revised 
Second paragraph of Appendix B.4 revised 

Last sentence of Section 1.2 added 
11 'h paragraph of Section 3.1.1 added 

Last paragraph of Section 3.1.1 added 

Section 3 .2 .2 .2 revised 

Section 3.2.2 .3 added 

Last two sentence in third paragraph of Section 
2.2 .9 added 

Third through 61h paragraphs of Section 4.1 added 

Tables 4-1 and 4-2 added 

Section 4 .1.3 revised 

Moved AP load in Section 4 .1 .5 to Section 4 .1.6. 

Moved fuel lift load to Section 4.1.7 
Last paragraph of Section 4. 1 .7 added 
Table 4-3 added 

Moved applicability of LOCA loads to Section 4 .1.8 
Last paragraph of Section 4 .1 .8 added 
Table 4-4 added 



Table J-1 (continued) 
Detot!s of revisions 

Required Revision 

Clarification of load combinations for Mork I, II and Ill plants 

Review of applicability of GEH's SC related to AC and AP loads 
for this l&E guideline 

Review of applicability of GEH's SC rela ted to AC and AP loads 
I for this l&E guidel ine 

~ Incorporate the references supporting the revision to Section 4.0 

I incorporate other documents associated with BWRVIP-25 

Incorporate other documents associated with BWRVIP-25 

Source of Requirement for 
Revision 

Plants' FSARs and Reference 6 

References 10 through 18 

I References l 0 through 18 

Contents in the cited references 

r 
License Renewal Appendix 

(97-634) 

NRC Request for Additional 
Information (97-268B) 

Incorporate other documents associated with BWRVIP-25 J BWRVIP Response to NRC 
Request for Additional Information 
(97-937) 

~--

Incorporate other documents associated with BWRVIP-25 

Incorporate other documents associated with BWRVIP-25 

Incorporate other documents associated with BWRVIP-25 

Incorporate other documents associated with BWRVIP-25 

Incorporate other documents associated with BWRVIP-25 

l End of Revisions 

NRC Initial Safety Evaluation (99-
159B) 

J 
BWRVIP Response to NRC Initial 
Safety Evaluation (99-403) 

NRC Final Safety Evaluation 

(99-524A) 

l NRC Acceptance for Referencing 
Report for Demonstration of 
Compliance with License Renewal 
Rule (2001 -006) 

I 
Evaluation to Justify Core Plate 
Bolt Inspection Elimination 
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Load combinations for Mork I, II and Ill plants added 

Section 4 .4 added 

Table 4-6 added 

References 5 through 28 added into Section 5 .0 

[ Appendix B added . 

Appendix C added . 

Appendix D added . 

Appendix E added . 

r Appendix F added. 

Appendix G added . 

Appendix H added . 

Appendix I added . 
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